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ABSTRACT 
By the middle of 1990s, World Wide Web had transformed the online world 
tremendously. Users from all over the world were able to access and select 
varies types of information from the online world through the system at 
hypertext called homepage. Through homepage, there are hyperlinks that can 
link to all the other homepages thus enrich the interaction and developments 
of humans-to-humans communication on the Web by enabling users to 
distribute executable content electronically. Because of these reasons, the 
first Kolej Kediaman Tun Ahmad Zaidi (KKTAZ)'s homepage was created. 
The Kolej Kediaman Tun Ahmad Zaidi (KKTAZ)'s homepage was an attractive 
and interactive homepage that provide users with a high degree of selectivity 
over the information they want to view. The features of this homepage are 
structured mainly into sections namely; background, facilities, administrator, 
links, projects, student and alumni. 
The integration of advanced features such as the online chatting, discussion 
box, complaint and announcement box further enhanced the existing KKT AZ's 
homepage by allowing more sophisticated and interactive online tasks to be 
executed among students and the administrator. 
The development tools for this homepage are mainly Microsoft lnterdev 6.0, 
and using ASP technologies on Microsoft Window 98 Personal Web Server 
platform, utilizing Microsoft Access 97 database. 
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CHAPTER ONE : INTRODUCTION 
The Internet is a vast network of computers all over the world. They are so 
connected and have so many routes to choose from, that if one machine is 
not functioning, the data would still get through by choosing another way. The 
craze in the world now is the World Wide Web. It has become so popular over 
the last several years because it is extremely flexible with all types of viewable 
content; sounds, pictures, text, files you can download, and a relentless 
amount of information on most any imaginable topic. Like a spider web, Web 
sites are intricately connected to all sorts of other places and information 
through a remarkable feature called links. Today both Internet and World 
Wide Web are experiencing explosive growth and unparalleled interest and 
web pages are being created at an astonishing rate. 
The Kolej Kediaman Tun Ahmad Zaidi's homepage was developed to allow 
visitors from around the world that come to this homepage to go wherever 
they want, and access files, services, and information that they choose 
precisely for the homepage. 
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1.1 What Is the Internet? 
The Internet is a worldwide computer network which links up thousands of 
computer networks as well as millions of machines belonging to private 
individuals. This network of networks is linked together using a common 
communication protocol called Transmission Control Protocol/Internet 
Protocol (TCP/IP). It began as ARPANET, a US military network, which 
gradually linked in to educational and research organization around the United 
States. In other parts of the world, similar networks, such as JANET in the UK, 
developed. Over time, all these separate networks have come together to 
create the present Internet that continues to grow rapidly. 
The Internet is a huge network of computers making a worldwide community, 
with millions of members, providing a vast store of information with great 
possibilities for education. Half of all primary schools and virtually all 
secondary schools already have an Internet connection and the Government's 
target is for all schools, colleges and libraries to be connected by 2002. The 
home user market is also expanding swiftly. 
The Internet offers a range of facilities, allowing users to obtain information 
and resources, to communicate and to publish information. Via a range of 
facilities the Internet can be used for: 
Communicating 
o Electronic mail 
o Discussion groups 
o Videoconferencing 
Publishing resources 
o Electronic publishing 
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Obtaining resources 
o Data files, including many on-line databases 
o Catalogues and illustrated guides from museums, art galleries, libraries 
and exhibitions 
o Shareware and free software, e.g. to play sound, show large graphics and 
play video clips 
o World maps, weather maps, images of outer space and other graphics 
o Newspapers, magazines and books in full text, e.g. the Bible, 
Shakespeare 
o Sound files, video clips and animations. 
1.2 What Is World Wide Web (WWW) 
The World Wide Web (often abbreviated to the Web or WWW) is the fastest 
growing component of the Internet. The Web comprises, as its name 
suggests, a virtual web of connecting documents, graphics, videos and sound 
hosted on thousands of Web server's worldwide. The World Wide Web 
(WWW) provides easy access to the vast quantity of information and 
resources available on the Internet and is the facility which people use to 'surf 
' for information. It is made up of millions of screens, or 'pages', of information. 
The collection of pages created by one individual or organization is known as 
a website. 
To access the Web you will need a Web browser such as Netscape Navigator 
or Internet Explorer, which fetches and composes the pages on your screen 
and allows you to pick keywords and hotspots to jump seamlessly to other 
Web pages containing linked materials. 
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1.3 What is Homepage? 
A homepage is the first page presented at a site or presence on the World 
Wide Web. Homepage generally refers to someone's main "page" or Web file 
that is initially retrieved when someone visits it. Some people refer to their 
whole set of pages as their home page. Most often, a large collection of Web 
files and resources is known as a Web Site. From the homepage, there are 
hyperlinks that can get to all the other homepages on other sites. The Web 
Site for KKTAZ has the homepage address at http://www.kktaz.um.edu.my 
1.4 Project Objectives 
The objectives of developing this KKT AZHP are as follows: 
1. To design and develop an interactive homepage that provides adequate, 
useful and up to date information about KKT AZ. to the users. 
2. To improve and integrate new online features in the homepage such as 
online chatting, discussion box, announcement and complaint box etc. 
3. To provide users with a high degree of selectivity over information in the 
homepage. 
4. To increase the level of interactivity between users and the administrator 
over the information. 
5. To introduce the use of some graphic programming. 
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1.5 Project Scope 
This KKTAZHP project is divided into two major modules that are the user 
module and the administrator module. The user module is accessible for 
users and the administrator module is only accessible for the authorized 
administrator or user. 
1.5.1 User Module 
The user module consists of series of pages that can be access by any users 
on the Internet especially those who want to get information about Kolej 
Kediaman Tun Ahmad Zaidi Residential College and also for those who wish 
to edit their profiles by logging into the system. Besides that, users are 
allowed to make discussion and announcement through the Discussion Box 
that is available in this KKT AZHP. There is also a Complain Box which is 
available for users to make complains, suggestions and getting feedback from 
the Administrator. In this module, users are given choices to browse and 
select the pages they wish to access through the features and functions that 
link one page to another. 
All the users who have password to access the database, discussion box and 
complain box can access only within the college. This means that the users 
can access all these features only if they're the authorized users who are 
currently living in Kolej Kediaman Tun Ahmad Zaidi. 
All the information are arranged according to priority, type and importancy. 
The main categories are as follows: -
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1. General 
CJ This category will display information about the history of the college, 
the college administrator, the college's master together with the 
personal details, the college's map, the song of the college and a 
database for the students who are currently living in Kolej Kediaman 
Tun Ahmad Zaidi. 
2. Academic 
CJ This page will display the organizational structure and name lists of 
Jawatankuasa Tindakan Kolej (JTK), Jawatankuasa lnduk Kolej (JIK), 
Jawatankuasa Perkembangan Kolej, Wakil Tingkat, JKP Seni, JKP 
Sukan, JKP Hati, JKP Addin and JKP Kemas. 
CJ The objectives and visions for each of the JKP are also displayed in 
this page. 
3. Facilities 
CJ This category contains all the information about the facilities provided 
by the college. 
4. Services 
CJ This category displays information about the services available in this 
college. 
5. Complain Box 
CJ This category is only accessible by the authorized users to make 
complains and suggestions. 
6. Discussion Box 
CJ Users are able to do discussions and make announcements through 
this category. 
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7. Chat Module 
CJ Users are able to chat with their friends through this module. 
8. Links 
CJ This page provides users access to the useful and informative links 
such as linkage to the newspaper's homepages and the higher 
education's homepages in Malaysia. 
9. Bulletin and Announcement 
CJ This page provides information about the latest news and bulletin of 
Kolej Kediaman Tun Ahmad Zaidi. 
CJ One Announcement Box will be available here which can be accessed 
only by the authorized administrator to make announcement. 
10. Projects and Clubs 
CJ All the current and past projects or clubs that have been held and will 
be held in Kolej Kediaman Tun Ahmad Zaidi will be display in this 
section. 
1.5.2 Administrator Module 
This module is only accessible by the administrator. Only the authorized 
administrator is allowed to access and maintain the database. The functions 
provided in the module are as below: 
CJ To enable the administrator to maintain the login information in the 
database. 
CJ To enable the administrator to add, delete and edit pages in the 
homepage. 
CJ To enable the administrator to update announcements and bulletins when 
it is necessary. 
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o To enable the administrator to receive complains, feedback and 
suggestions and reply to the users. 
o To enable the administrator to change the username and password when 
necessary. 
1.6 Project Significance 
The main focus of this KKT AZHP project is to provide adequate and up to 
date information about Kolej Kediaman Tun Ahmad Zaidi to users. Besides 
that, with the integration of online features such as the online chatting enable 
users to chat with their friends. This homepage also provides users a 
discussion and complaint box that enable them to make discussion and 
announcement effectively and conveniently. With the complaint box, users are 
able to give their comments and complaints. Besides, this homepage enables 
the authorized users to update their own profiles and password. 
In other word, this homepage is developed to increase the level of interactivity 
with information and to shorten the logical distance of global communications, 
interaction and information exchange through the online features in this 
homepage. 
Apart from that, the development of this KKT AZHP project has significance for 
me. Throughout this project, I have learn how to develop a web page using 
web development tools such as Active Server Pages (ASP), HTML and 
Microsoft Visual lnterdev 6.0 and thus has benefited me by gaining 
experience and knowledge in software engineering method. 
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1.7 Limitations 
This KKT AZHP project has limitation to it. All users who have password to 
access the database, discussion box and complain box are limited for the 
residents who are currently living in Kolej Kediaman Tun Ahmad Zaidi. 
Besides, this homepage doesn't provide online booking facilities to users. 
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CHAPTER TWO: LITERATURE REVIEW 
2.1 Purpose 
Literature Review is a background study about the knowledge and 
information gained in developing this KKT AZHP project. The purpose 
of having this literature review is to have a better understanding about 
the development tools used to develop this project. Besides that, 
having this literature review can help to obtain a better knowledge and 
skills on the development methodologies used while developing a 
project. 
Moreover, the developers are able to make comparison and study on 
the past-developed projects about the strength, advantages and 
disadvantages of their projects. This indirectly can help the developers 
to study the weakness of their projects, get to know on how to improve 
the weakness and fulfill the requirements needed. 
2.2 Approach 
A system is a collection of related parts treated as a unit where its 
system interacts. It is also a regularly interacting or independent group 
of elements forming a unified whole. Thus different systems can be 
developed in different methods and ways. A lot of information need to 
be gathered about the system that to be developed, the procedures 
and methodologies used and involved in developing the system. 
There are a various of sources that can be used in order to gather the 
relevant information and basically different sources will yield different 
kind of information and facts. For example information obtain from 
books or journals are different from the information obtain from the 
Internet. If Internet is used to find an information, the keywords or 
phrases that are being used to search information will yield various 
sites and some of the sites are totally different from each other and 
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some are not related to the information that are being search at all. 
Besides that, it is also depends on how the research has been carried 
out. The sources that can be used to obtain information are from the 
computer programs, system users, procedure manuals and report, 
documents and forms. 
Information gather from the system users can be divided into a number 
of ways. One of the most popular ways is through the usage of 
questionnaires. Interview is another way to obtain useful information 
while the third way is through observation of users activities and 
behaviors. Computer programmes are use to obtain information about 
the details and flows of data structures or processes. 
Procedure manuals are used to specify user activities in a business 
process while forms and documents are very useful sources to gather 
information such as system data flows and transactions. Reports are 
used to indicate the kind of output needed by users. 
As for KKT AZHP project, a lot of researches have been made through 
the Internet on some of the homepages to study the design, features 
and content of their homepages. The comments for these homepages 
will be discussed later in the Electronic Resources section. 
Besides that, the Internet has been used to gather information from 
various sites on software development tools to be used to develop this 
project. Moreover, some researches have been done on web designing 
at some of the relevant sites via the Internet. 
Apart from that, information has been gathered using interview with the 
supervisor of the college regarding the information needed in the 
homepage. 
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2.3 Findings 
All the information gathered for this KKTAZHP is divided into two 
categories namely; printed resources and electronic resources. Printed 
resources are books that are used to find information about 
development process models, web development software and 
relational databases while electronic resources comprise of sites on 
homepages, web designing and web development tools. 
2.3.1 Print Resources 
2.3.1.1 
Some books have been used to study and find information about 
development process models, web development software and 
relational database. The development process models that have been 
studied from the books are the prototype model and waterfall model. 
These two models will be discussed in the following sections. 
Development Models 
(i) Waterfall Model 
The waterfall model is a systematic sequential approach to 
software development modeled after a conventional engineering 
cycle. One phase is completed before the next is entered. 
There are six phases to the waterfall model, which are: 
i. System Engineering 
System Engineering is the establishment of requirements for all 
aspects of the system (i.e. requirements gathering at the system 
level). 
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ii. Software Requirements Analysis 
Software requirements analysis defines functional capabilities, 
performance, design constraints and system interfaces. It 
provides the software designer with representation of 
information and function that can be translated to data, 
architectural and procedural design. (Pressman p. 25) ''The 
requirements analysis task is a process of discovery, 
refinement, modeling, and specification. The software scope, 
initially established by the system engineer and refined during 
software project panning, is refined in detail. Models of the 
required information and control flow, operational behavior, and 
data content are created. Alternative solutions are analyzed and 
allocated to various software elements."(Pressman p. 173) Five 
areas of effort: 
1. Problem recognition 
2. Evaluation and synthesis 
3. Modeling 
4. Specification 
5. Review 
iii. Software Design 
Software design is translating the requirements into a 
representation of software that can be assessed for quality 
before coding begins. There are two phases of software design: 
1. Preliminary Design (transforms requirements into 
architecture) 
2. Detailed Design (refines the product of preliminary design 
into detailed data structures and algorithmetic 
representations) 
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iv. Code 
Coding is translating the design into machine code form. 
v. Test 
Testing is exercising the software to uncover errors and ensure 
the system meets defined requirements. 
vi. Maintenance 
Maintenance is making adaptation of the software for external 
changes (requirements changes or enhancements) and internal 
changes (fixing bugs). When changes are made during the 
maintenance phase all preceding steps of the model must be 
revisited . There are three types of maintenance: 
1. Corrective (Fixing bugs/errors) 
2. Adaptive (Updates due to environment changes) 
3. Perfective (Enhancements, requirements changes) 
The problems with the waterfall method are: 
a Real projects rarely flow in a sequential process. 
a It is difficult to define all requirements at the beginning of a project. 
a This model has problems adapting to change. 
a A working version of the system is not seen until late in the project's 
life. 
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(ii) Prototype Model 
Prototyping consists of developing an initial 'model', providing the 
prototype to the intended users, gathering feedback from the users, 
and including any revisions or refinements. This process continues until 
the required system is developed. 
Specification, development, and validation activities occur at the same 
time, since rapid development is important for prototype systems. To 
deliver a prototype quickly, you may have to leave out some system 
functionality or relax non-functional factors such as response speed 
and reliability. 
There are two types of prototyping, which represent two different 
objectives and two different types of implementation: 
• Evolutionary 
• Throw-Away 
Evolutionary: 
The objective of evolutionary prototyping is to deliver a working system 
to end-users. Evolutionary prototyping starts with the parts of the 
system, which are clearly understood by the customer/end-user. The 
system is continually developed by adding new features/requirements 
as they are discovered or proposed by the customer, until a final 
system is delivered. The evolutionary approach helps anticipate how 
end-users will use new software systems. The user is given a system, 
which is unfinished, and then the system is modified and fine-tuned as 
the user requirements become clear. 
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Evolutionary prototyping is the only practical way to develop systems 
where a detailed system specification is difficult or impossible to create. 
You must be able to make quick system revisions, make the suggested 
changes, and demonstrate the system again. 
Throw-Away: 
The objective of throw-away prototyping is to validate or determine the 
system requirements. By understanding the customer's requirements, a 
better requirements definition for the system can be developed. (A 
requirements definition is a top-down process, which takes the 'general' 
system requirements and broadens it out into specifics, which describe 
the system/environment interactions.) Throw-away prototyping focuses 
on undefined or unclear portions of the requirements. During 
implementation, the parts of the system which are not understood are 
developed first. Throw-away prototyping is intended to determine the 
system specification so that the end-product of the prototype 
development phase is that specification. 
A fixed decision is made to build a throw-away prototype to help 
requirements analysis and validation. After evaluation. the prototype is 
'thrown-away' and a production-quality system is built. Throw-away 
prototyping extends the requirements analysis process with the 
intention of reducing overall life cycle costs. (The requirements analysis 
process begins with understanding the domain and ends with the 
requirements validation.) The principal function of the prototype is to 
clarify requirements and provide additional information for managers to 
assess process risks. Components from the prototype may be reused 
in the production-quality system. However. customers and end-users 
should not take the throw-away and make it into a final delivered 
system due to the following reasons: 
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• Important system characteristics may have been relaxed during rapid 
prototype development (security, robustness or reliability). 
• Changes made during prototype development are usually made in an 
uncontrolled environment. The prototype code may be the only design 
specification. 
• The changes made during prototype development can degrade the 
system structure, making the system difficult and expensive to 
maintain. 
Strengths 
• Users can discover requirements errors or oversights early in the 
software process. Requirements validation is performed since users 
are able to experiment with requirements and the system. The 
requirements validation process consists of seven factors: correctness, 
consistency, completeness, realistic, needed, verifiable, and traceable. 
• Misunderstanding between software developers and users may be 
identified while the system functions are demonstrated. 
• User services which are difficult-to-use or unclear may be found and 
corrected. 
• Incomplete and/or inconsistent requirements may be found. 
• In a short time, a working system is available to demonstrate the 
capabilities and usefulness of the application to management; 
however, this working system is limited. 
• The specification for a production-quality system can be derived from 
the prototype. 
• Prototyping can be viewed as a risk reduction technique. Experiments 
have shown that prototyping reduces the number of problems 
connected to requirements specifications and the overall development 
costs may be lower if a prototype is developed. 
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Weaknesses 
• Progress is difficult to measure since it is not visible. Also, if the 
systems are developed rapidly, documentation is usually not created to 
reflect each version of the system. 
• The systems may be poorly structured. The constant change is harmful 
to the software structure. 
• Special skills are often required. Small teams of talented and motivated 
individuals are needed to succeed with prototyping. 
• Major technical problems revolve around the need for rapid software 
development. 
• The prototype may not correspond with the way in which the final 
system is used, especially with throw-away prototyping. 
• Many software project managers are inexperienced in the areas of 
planning, cost, and estimating a prototyping project. Change 
procedures may not be suitable for controlling rapid 
changes/development. 
• Prototype users/evaluators may be pressured by managers to draw 
quick conclusions concerning the prototype. 
• The cost of prototyping represents a large portion of the total 
development costs. However, effective prototyping can increase the 
software quality. 
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2.3.1.2 Software Development Tools 
Below are the software development tools that used in developing 
this KKTAZHP. 
(i) Microsoft Visual lnterdev 6.0 
Microsoft Visual lnterdev 6.0 is a powerful, comprehensive integrated 
database tools. It includes a complete set of database programming 
and design tools, allowing developers to build enterprise-class, data 
driven Web applications within a single integrated IDE. It has the 
following characteristics. 
Rapid end-to-end application development 
• Use the integrated WYSIWYG page editor to visually construct 
sophisticated HTML and ASP pages. Easily switch between multiple 
page views--including WYSIWYG, Source, and Preview--while 
preserving source code formatting. 
• Make the Web application development more efficient. Debug the code 
with step-through debugging of client- and server-side scripts for 
Microsoft Visual Basic® Scripting Edition (VBScript) and Jscript® at 
any point in the development cycle. 
• Build cross-platform applications that target any HTML 3.2 browser, on 
any platform. Or, optimize for Dynamic HTML, cascading style sheets, 
and other powerful Microsoft Internet Explorer features. 
• Build enterprise-ready, scalable Web applications using Microsoft 
Transaction Server (included) and reusable COM-based components 
built with tools such as Microsoft Visual Basic. 
• Increase coding speed with lntelliSense®-enabled script development--
Statement Completion and Quick Tips support both VBScript and 
JScript. 
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• Design the structure and flow of the Web site visually while Visual 
lnterDev automatically creates the actual file structure and navigation 
bars. 
Powerful, integrated database tools 
• Connect to data from any ODBC-compliant database with open support 
for enterprise data sources. Visual lnterDev works with Oracle, 
Microsoft SQL ServerTM, Sybase, lnformix, DB/2, Microsoft Access, 
Microsoft Visual FoxPro®, dBase, Paradox, and most other major 
database systems. 
• Visually design and modify database schemas and create stored 
procedures and other database objects for Microsoft SQL Server 6.5+ 
and Oracle 7.3.3+ databases using Visual Database Tools. Attach to 
and browse the data in tables and views, and visually create SQL 
queries for any ODBC- or OLE DB-compliant database. 
• Drag and drop from the Data Environment to quickly create 
sophisticated, database-driven HTML forms, and reports. 
• Build desktop and shared solutions that are fully compatible with 
Microsoft SQL Server and can migrate directly to SQL Server without 
changing a single line of code. 
• Access host and mainframe data using tight integration with Microsoft 
SNA Server (available separately). 
Fu/I-featured, standards-based team development 
• New Local Mode allows a developer to work and test parts of a project 
against a local Web server without interrupting team development, then 
synchronize and deploy the changes to the shared master Web server. 
• Build with integrated support for the latest W3C approved standards, 
including HTML 4.0, HTML Document Object Model, and more. 
• Create dynamic Web pages using Microsoft FrontPage® 98 client 
included in Visual lnterDev 6.0. 
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(ii) ASP (ACTIVE SERVER PAGES) 
ASP stands for Active Server Pages. ASP is a server side scripting 
language which is used to display dynamic content on the web pages. 
ASP is becoming popular day by day as the favorite server side 
scripting language. ASP in itself isn't a language actually, instead it 
uses vbscript or jscript to display dynamic content. ASP is more of a 
technology used by vbscript I jscript on the server side. 
When you request an Active Server Page from a Web server, the 
server performs all the scripting tasks itself before delivering the 
resulting Web page to the client and this is called server side scripting. 
This cannot take over from JavaScript tasks like image rollovers, but it 
can produce dynamic Web pages that depend on variables. This could 
all be done with client-side JavaScript, but with ASP only the relevant 
HTML is delivered to the browser and it will be compatible with any 
browser. 
An ASP can include another file, such as a menu bar, so we only need 
to amend one file to make site-wide changes. An ASP can run 
verification functions on the data before either calling up routines to 
mail it from the server, or returning to the form if insufficient data has 
been submitted. 
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Request 
Web Browser • WebServer 
Results 
ASP 
Request Retrieved Record 
Figure 2. 1 How ASP fits in Web Application Development 
Benefits of ASP 
o Complements server side scripting 
o Easy to learn 
o Leverage Existing investments 
o Compile free development 
o Protects proprietary business algorithms and information 
2.3.1.3 Relational Database 
For the relational database, Microsoft Access 97 was studied and 
below is the information about Microsoft Access 97. 
(i) Microsoft Access 97 
Microsoft® Access 97 provides relational database power to give users 
the information they need to make better decisions. It integrates data 
from spreadsheets and other databases, and is the easy way to find 
answers, share information over lntranets and the Internet, and build 
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faster business solutions. Access 97 allows users to generate, analyze 
and create reports without hours of work. It integrates ease of use from 
the data entry point to printing in HTML 
Benefit 
o From beginning to advance users, this relational database is 
powerful yet easy to use. Features such as the Help Wizard make it 
easy to find answers to questions about using Access 97, and help 
users get the most from their software tools. 
o Share timely information across the users workplace or the world. 
Access 97 has several features that integrate network, intranet and 
Internet features, allowing users to produce professional reports on 
paper, online or in HTML. 
o Access 97 is scalable. From home businesses to corporations, it's 
the only database that will grow with users as their business grows. 
o Features such as the Help Wizard make it easy to find answers to 
questions about using Microsoft Access 97, and help users to get 
the most from their software tools. 
Standard Features 
i. Database Wizard 
o Automatically builds tables, queries, forms, and reports from 
more than 20 types of full-featured templates, giving users 
the option to further customize them to suit their needs. 
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ii. Simple Query Wizard 
a Sorts through database information, including data from 
multiple tables, and then determines how to bring it all 
together to answer user's questions. 
iii. Filter By Selection 
a Filters data according to the data that have been highlighted, 
presenting only the information that corresponds to the 
selections. 
iv. Filter By Form 
a Lets users enter search criteria into forms they're already 
familiar with, and then presents only the data that match the 
parameters. 
v. Hyperlink Datatype 
o It's one of the first desktop databases to support the storage 
of hypertinks as a native datatype. For example, an 
applicant's name stored in a job candidate database can 
become a permanent hypertink to the candidate's resume 
vi. Output to I DC/HTX 
a Leveraging the Internet Database Connector functionality 
native to Microsoft Internet Information Server and Personal 
Web Server, Access 97 provides an easy way for users to 
share their structured data in a workgroup or over the 
Internet. 
vii. Publish To The Web Wizard 
a Publish to the Web Wizard allows users to publish any object 
in their database either statically or dynamically. Allows for 
custom HTML formatting using templates, and allows users 
to save settings used to output the objects. 
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viii. HTML Importing and Linking 
a Users can point to an HTML document containing a table of 
data, and the Import/Export Wizard reads the information 
and either imports it directly into anew table or appends the 
records to an existing table. 
2.3.2 Electronic Resources 
The electronic resources comprise of sites on web designing, other 
sites on homepage and sites on learning development tools. 
2.3.2.1 Sites on Web Designing 
URL: http://webdesign.about.com/compute/webdesign/library/weekly/ 
This site is obtained by keying the key words "Web design" in the 
Yahoo search engine. Through this site, I come to know that there are 
a few elements that are essential when designing a web site. The 
elements are as follow: 
User-Friendly Navigation 
Navigation is one of the most important elements of web design. It 
takes time to lay out a logical and effective method of navigation. 
Consistency 
This means that we use only one design throughout the site. 
Identity 
Keeping with the concept that a Web site is a physical place, consider 
the purpose of the site and reflect that purpose in the design. 
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Simplicity 
Simplicity in design should also be reflected in background choice. 
Busy, loud backgrounds detract from content and make text illegible. 
Too many colors or fonts can also be distracting and give the site a 
cluttered feel. 
Compatibility 
Make the Web site platform, resolution, and browser compatible. 
Content 
Make sure that as much information as possible is made available on 
the Web site. 
Visual Appeal 
Certainly part of visual appeal involves personal preference but another 
part is reflected in adherence to the qualities of simplicity and 
consistency. 
2.3.2.2 Other Sites on Homepage 
1. Multimedia University Homepage 
URL: http://www.mmu.edu.my/ 
This is a very attractive and interactive website. This website provides 
information about the Multimedia University and contains all the basic 
features for a homepage. This homepage used multimedia tools to 
make the homepage more dynamic and attractive. 
Moreover this homepage contains integrated advance online features 
such as online application for courses. online timetable, Web Diary, 
Bulletin Board and etc. This site has given me a general view and idea 
of developing the KKTAZHP. 
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2. Beloit College Homepage 
URL: http://www.beloit.edu/ 
This site was obtained from the Alta vista search engine with the 
keyword "College"+ "homepage". This homepage also provides all the 
relevant and useful information about Beloit College. 
The most interesting feature in this homepage is the online chatting 
feature, which enable students to do online chatting with their tenth 
president. 
Besides, this college has their own search engine that enables users to 
search information within the Beloit College web. 
3. College of Engineering 
URL: http://www.eng.vt.edu/ 
This site was also obtained from the Alta vista search engine with the 
keyword "College" + "homepage". This site is also an attractive and 
informative website that provides useful information to users. This site 
contains student activity database to search and add records about 
students. 
4. E-Circles 
URL:http://www.ecircles.com/ 
This is also a very attractive and interactive site that has special 
features such as Discussion Box, Announcement Box and enables 
users to upload their files and photos in the File Sharing and Photo 
sections. 
Besides that, this site also enables users to do online chatting and 
even provides the voice chat service for users. 
This web site has given me a lot of ideas in developing the KKTAZHP. 
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2.3.2.3 Sites on Learning Software Development Tools 
1. URL: 
http://www.support.nedcomp.nl/iishelp/iis/htm/asp/iiatovr.htm 
The site was found from Web Ferret search engine by using the 
keyword "ASP Tutorial". This site provides useful information about 
ASP such as overview of ASP, creating ASP pages, using COM 
components and writing my own components. 
This tutorial provides a step-by-step introduction to a handful of useful 
Active Server Pages features. I can learn how to implement these 
features with either VBScript or JScript. 
2. URL: http://www.geb.net/asp/samples/ 
The site was also found from Web Ferret search engine by using the 
keyword "ASP Tutorial". This site contains tutorials and file for 
downloads about database, plus all the .htm and .asp demo pages. 
Furthermore, this site provides guideline in making an ODBC 
connection and a simple introduction about ODBC. 
3. URL: http://www.aspdeveloper.neWlnterDev/page1 .asp 
The site was also found from Web Ferret search engine by using the 
keyword 'Visual lnterdev Tutorial". This site contains tutorials in 
learning how to create a web site with Visual lnterdev and then add a 
database to the ASP-enabled site using Visual lnterDev's amazingly 
easy wizards. This tutorial uses the Access97 database made in the 
Access97 tutorial. 
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5. URL: 
http://www.public.iastate.edu/-kzhang/useful links/tutorial.htm 
The site was also found from Web Ferret search engine by using the 
keyword "Visual lnterdev Tutorial". This website comprises of different 
kind of software development tools tutorial such as ASP, Oracle, SQL, 
Java, Java Script, VB Script, Microsoft Frontpage 98 and Visual Basic. 
2.4 Summary 
Generally all the research that has been done was to gain knowledge 
and information in developing the KKTAZHP project. The knowledge 
and information covers development methodologies, web development 
software, and other sites on homepage. 
For the development methodologies, approaches have been done on 
two-development models, which are the waterfall model and the 
prototype model. Each of the models has their own strength and 
weakness thus different from each other. The development model that 
was chosen in developing this KKT AZHP project is the prototype model 
that will be mentioned in the next chapter. 
For the software development tools, all the information was obtained 
from the Internet. Two software development tools were studied and 
the software that will be chosen to develop this KKT AZHP will be 
discussed in the next chapter. 
For the relational database, information was obtained from relevant 
books and also through Internet. The relational database that was 
chosen for this project was Microsoft Access 97 and the reasons for 
choosing this database will be discussed in the following chapter. 
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Research that has been done on several homepages has given me an 
idea of how to develop this KKT AZHP project. 
Lastly, all the information and knowledge gained from the literature 
review will be used to develop KKTAZHP project effectively. 
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CHAPTER THREE: METHODOLOGY 
3.1 Project Description 
This KKT AZ Homepage is developed in order to give students or any 
users information about Kolej Kediaman Tun Ahmad Zaidi. This 
homepage consists of a series of pages that provide students the up-
to-date information, online booking facilities and links to some relevant 
and useful sites. 
3.1.1 Modules in KKT AZHP 
As mention earlier in Chapter One, this KKT AZHP project is divided 
into two modules that are the user module and the administrator 
module. These two modules are categorized according to their 
functionality and each module consists of different sections and 
features as describe below. 
(i) User Module 
In this module, users are given chances to browse and select the 
pages they wish to access. This user module has the following 
features as follow: 
Main Page 
0 
0 
TESIS REPORT 
This is an introduction page. This page will give a brief 
introduction about Kolej Kediaman Tun Ahmad Zaidi. 
Besides, this main page consists of features such as: 
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1. Kolej Kediaman 
2. Akademik 
3. Kemudahan 
4. Serita Terkini 
5. Perkhidmatan 
6. Projek 
7. Links 
8. Guest Book 
The details for each feature are as follow: 
A. Kolej Kediaman will consist of 
1. Sejarah 
o A brief introduction about the history of Kolej Kediaman 
Tun Ahmad Zaidi. Some photos will be included here. 
2. Pentadbiran Ko/ej 
o Describe the administrator structure (Struktur Pentadbiran) 
of the college such as Pentadbir Akademik Kolej and 
Pekerja Am Kolej. 
3. Sekitar Kolej 
o Some photos about the beautiful scenery around Kolej 
Kediaman Tun Ahmad Zaidi. 
4. Pengetua 
TESIS REPORT 
o A brief introduction about the personal details of the 
college's master, Prof. Dr. Mohd. Razali Agus. 
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5. Peta Kolej 
o The college's map. 
6. Senarai Pe/ajar 
o Database for the students who are currently live in Kolej 
Kediaman Tun Ahmad Zaidi. These include their room 
number, address, faculty, year of academic, hometown and 
contact number. Each student will be given a password to 
access this database to update their details except their 
name, Matric Number and IC Number. 
7. Lagu Ko/ej 
o Consists of the lyrics of the college's song. 
B. Akademik will consist of 
o The organizational structure and name lists of 
JawatanKuasa Tindakan Kolej (JTK), Jawatankuasa lnduk 
Kolej (JIK), JawatanKuasa Perkembangan Kolej, Wakil 
Tingkat, JKP Seni, JKP Sukan, JKP Hati, JKP Addin and 
JKP Kemas. 
o The objectives and visions for each of the JKP. 
C. Kemudahan 
TESIS REPORT 
a Consists of information about the facilities available in this 
college such as cafeteria, computer lab, room, basketball 
court etc. 
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D. Berita Terkini will consist of 
1. Bulletin College 
o To display important activities that are being held in the 
college. 
2. Announcement Box 
o Can be accessed only by the authorized administrator to 
make announcement. 
E. Perkhidmatan 
o Consists of information about the college's cybercafe and 
services provided by the counseling/motivation club of Kolej 
Kediaman Tun Ahmad Zaidi. 
F. Guest Book 
o Enables users from the World Wide Web to give comments 
and opinion about this homepage. 
G. Projek 
o All the current and past projects that have been held and will 
be held in Kolej Kediaman Tun Ahmad Zaidi will be 
displayed in this section. 
H. Links 
TESIS REPORT 
o This page provides users access to the useful and 
informative links such as linkage to the newspaper's 
homepages and other higher education's homepages in 
Malaysia. 
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(ii) Administrator Module 
The administrator module has the following sections: 
1. Authentication Section 
o Only the administrator will be allowed to access this section. 
2. Database Maintenance Section 
o This section will allow the administrator to maintain the login 
information in the database. 
3. User Module Maintenance Section 
o This section allows the administrator to update 
announcements and links when it is necessary. 
4. Feedback Maintenance Section 
o This section allows the administrator to receive complains, 
feedback and suggestions and reply back to the users. 
3.1.2 Characteristics of KKT AZHP 
This KKT AZ. homepage has some characteristics that may benefit the 
users. The characteristics are as follow: 
i. User Friendly 
ii. Informative 
iii. Interactive 
iv. Well Organized 
v. Simple and easy understanding 
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3.2 System Analysis 
Analyses have been done in order to develop this KKT AZHP project. In 
the previous Literature Review section, two development models have 
been studied. After analyzing both models, finally the prototyping 
model was chosen in developing this KKTAZHP project. 
3.2.1 Prototyping Development Method 
Prototyping is an approach for establishing a system requirement 
definition that is characterized by a high degree of iteration, by a very 
high degree of user participation in the development process and by an 
extensive use of approach. Through prototyping, the designers can 
revise forms, input screens, databases, and processing methods, 
submit them to a limited number of system end users for testing, and 
revise them for necessary for the final design. 
Prototyping is an approach based on an evolutionary view of software 
development and having an impact on the development process as a 
whole. It involves producing an early working version (prototypes) of 
the future application system and experimenting with them. 
System prototyping is actually an interactive process that is it may 
begin with only a few functions and may stat with what that both 
analysts and users believe a complete set of fractions and user 
requirements that may expand or contact through use and experience. 
Once the decision to prototype has been made, there are four main 
guidelines that must be used when integrating prototyping into the 
requirements determination phase of the system. The guidelines are as 
follow: 
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1. Work in a manageable modules 
a A manageable module is one that allows users to interact 
with its key features yet can be built separately from other 
system modules. 
2. Build the prototype rapidly. 
a Speed is essential to the successful prototyping of an 
information system. 
a Putting together an operational prototype both rapidly and 
early in the system development allows the analyst to gain 
valuable insight into how the remainder of the project should 
go. 
3. Modify the prototype in successful iterations. 
a Construction of the prototype must support modifications. 
Making the prototype modifiable means creating it in 
modules that are not highly independent. 
a Entering the prototype phase with the idea that the prototype 
will require modification is a helpful attitude that 
demonstrates to users how necessary their feedback is if the 
system is to improve. 
4. Stressing the user interface 
a The user interface with the prototype is very important. For 
many users, the interface is the system. 
a Many of the intricacies of interfaces must be streamlined or 
ignored altogether in the prototyping phase. 
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This prototyping model consists of the following 6 steps as shown in 
the below figure 3.1. 
Figure 3. 1: Prototyping Model Requirement Analysis 
3.2.2 Reasons I Used Prototyping Model 
The prototyping model was chosen because of the following reasons: 
o Prototyping changes the system early in its development because it 
depends on early and frequent user feedback, which can be used to 
help modify the system and make it more responsive to actual 
needs. 
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o Prototyping provides a communication basis for discussions among 
all the groups involved in the development process, especially 
between users and developers. 
a Prototyping enables us to adopt an approach to software 
construction base on experience and experiment. 
o Although it is a working system, it is design in such a way that could 
be easily changed and enhanced. 
o System prototyping is an interactive process. It may begin with only 
a few functions later as the development goes on. 
o The cost of building prototypes is relatively less than building a fully 
working application. 
a Prototype model can discover requirements errors or oversight$ 
early in the software process. Requirements validation is performed 
since users are able to experiment with requirements and the 
system. The requirements validation process consists of seven 
factors: correctness, consistency, completeness, realistic, needed, 
verifiable, and traceable. 
a The specification for a production-quality system can be derived 
from the prototype. 
o Since Microsoft Visual lnterdev 6.0 is quite new for me and I have 
little knowledge and experience using it, then prototyping is the best 
method to be used because it can help to reduce errors in the end 
of the product. 
a Prototyping can be viewed as a risk reduction technique. 
Experiments have shown that prototyping reduces the number of 
problems connected to requirements specifications and the overall 
development costs may be lower if a prototype is developed. 
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3.3 System Requirements 
Basically, the system requirements for this KKT AZHP project are 
divided into functional requirements, non-functional requirements, 
hardware requirements and software requirements. Each system 
requirement is describe below: 
3.3.1 Functional Requirements 
Functional requirements describe an interaction between the system 
and its environment. The functional requirements in this KKT AZHP 
project are: 
o User module 
o Administrator module 
The description for these two modules has been discussed at the 
beginning of this chapter. 
3.3.2 Non-Functional Requirements 
Non-functional requirements describe the restriction on the system that 
limits one choice for constructing a solution to the problem. The non-
functional requirements for this KKTAZHP project are as follow: 
i. Accuracy 
o Refers to the precision of information in the homepage. Most of 
the information obtained is up-to-date and accurate. 
ii. Attractive interface 
o Enable users to enjoy surfing the KKT AZHP 
iii. Security 
o Only the authorized administrators are able to access the 
administrator module to maintain the database and 
announcement box. Only the authorized users that are given 
password are able to access the database to update their 
details. 
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iv. User friendly 
a Enable users to browse and navigate the site without any 
problem. 
v. Interactive 
a Allow better communication between users and administrator. 
vi. Efficiency 
o Enable users to retrieve information within a reasonable time. 
3.3.3 Hardware Requirements 
Two of the most important issues that should consider when discussing 
about the hardware requirements are the development environment 
and runtime environment. The following hardware specifications have 
been used to develop this KKTAZHP. 
i. The Development Environment 
The following specifications have been used in the development 
environment. 
• AMD K6-2D 266MHz computer. 
• 64 Mb RAM 
+ A SVGA Graphic Adapter 
• A Web Server 
• Mouse 
ii. The Runtime Environment 
The following specifications are required for the runtime 
environment. 
• A 486 processor or above 
• NIC/Modem to lX>nnect to the Web Server 
• 16 Mb RAM 
+ A SVGA Graphic Adapter 
• Mouse 
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3.3.4 Software Requirements 
The following sections describe the software requirements for this 
KKT AZHP project. Basically, software requirements also are divided 
into development environment and runtime environment. 
i. The Development Environment 
o The major software and programming language used in developing 
this system are as follow. 
• Microsoft Visual lnterdev 6.0 
• Personal Web Server to develop web based application. 
• ASP (Active Server Pages) 
• Microsoft Access 97 
• Microsoft Word for documentation 
• Windows 98 
• Notepad 
• Internet Explorer 4.0 
• ACD See 
ii. The Runtime Environment 
The runtime environments are as follow: 
• Window 95, Window NT, Window 98 
• Internet Explorer 3.0 or above, Netscape Communicator 3.0 or 
above 
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3.4 Project Schedule 
All the steps described in the development strategy have been 
completed within a time constraint. Please refer the below Gantt chart 
for the project schedule of KKT AZHP project. 
KEY ACTIVITY 
LITERATURE 
STUDIES 
SYSTEM 
ANALYSIS 
SYSTEM 
DESIGN 
SYSTEM 
DEVELOPMENT 
TESTING 
DOCUMENTATIO 
JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC JAN 
2000 2000 2000 2000 2000 2000 2000 2000 
Figure 3.2 Gantt Chart Showing the Period of Each Activities 
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3.5 Statement of Expected Outcome 
This KKT AZHP project is expected to be an informational site on the 
web with the following features: 
o User module with main page, information site about Kolej Kediaman 
Tun Ahmad Zaidi, Discussion box, Complain box and proper 
linkages to the relevant and useful web sites. 
o Administrator module that enable the administrator to manage the 
information in relational database, to make announcements, receive 
feedback and authenticate authorized users for this module. 
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CHAPTER FOUR : SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION 
4.1 System Design 
System design is a very important step in the system development 
because it determines the success of a system. Design is the process 
of transforming the problem into a solution and the description of the 
solution. Requirements that are found in analysis stage are the one 
actually translated into design specification. 
4.2 System Architecture Design for KKT AZHP 
The architecture design for KKTAZHP is divided into two parts that are 
the user module and administrator module as shown below. 
KKTAZHP 
User Module 
Figure 4.1 Architecture Design for KKTAZHP 
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4.1.2 System Design for KKT AZHP 
As define earlier, one of the objectives of this KKT AZHP is to provide 
users with a high degree of selectivity over information in the 
homepage hence the user and the administrator module are design in 
such a way that enable users to link all modules easily. Please refer 
figure 4.2 and figure 4.3 to view the structure chart for the user module 
and the administrator module. 
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Kolej 
Kedlaman 
-sejarah 
-Pentadblran 
Kolej 
-8ekltar Kolej 
-Pengetua 
-Peta Kolej 
-Pelajar 
-Lagu Kolej 
USER MODULE 
Kernudahan Perkhldmatan 
-Kemudahan Asas -KafeSlber 
-Makmal Komputer -Kaunsellng 
-Blllk 
-Gelanggang 
-Kafeteria 
-Oataran T AZ 
Abdernlk Serita Terldnl 
.Jawatankuasa 
1lndakM Kolej 
.JKP Senl 
.JKPSUkan 
.JKP Hatt 
.JKPAddln 
.JKPKemaa 
Figure 4.2 Structure Chart for User Module Of KKTAZHP 
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Authentication 
-Login 
-Logout 
Administrator Module 
Database 
Maintenance 
-Administrator 
User Module 
Maintenance 
-Administrator 
Feedback 
Maintenance 
-Administrator 
-Update Record 
Figure 4.3 Structure Chart for Administrator Module of KKTAZHP 
4.1.3 System Modeling 
System modeling is used to create a conceptual of a system, which is a very 
high level view of the system. This includes identify major user services and 
document their relationship. 
A system is a representation of an in-place or proposed system that describes 
the data flow throughout the structure. The model describes the points where 
data or information enters a system and the places where it will be processed. 
as well as action taken and the points where data will be output. 
A system model is documented through a variety of design diagrams. A 
design diagram is a graphic or visual representation of a structure. Design 
diagrams include data flow diagrams (DFD}, structure charts, decision trees 
and other items. For the KKT AZHP project, DFD was chosen to represent the 
system. 
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The DFD is used as a system-modeling tool because of its great utility. A DFD 
is a graphic illustration that shows the flow of data and logic within a system. 
DFD are composed of four basic symbols. 
KKT AZHP project will use the symbol developed by Gane and Sarson to 
represent the system. The table 4.1 below describes the symbol using Gane 
and Sarson method and Figure 4.4 describes the data flow diagrams for 
KKTAZHP. 
Symbol Name Description 
Source or destination External sources or destinations of 
of data data, interact with the system but are 
outside its boundary. 
r 
' Processes It represents the transformation or 
processing of information within a 
~ system. 
Data store It is used for showing the data 
storage or referenced by a process . 
.... 
Data flow It is used to show movement of data 
from an origin to a destination with 
the head of arrow pointing towards 
the destination. 
Table 4.1 Symbols using Gane and Sarson Method 
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Search Information 
I , 
USER Uodate Records 
Comolain 
~~ Bulletin Coleoe 
~, ~, ~, 
. ..I ...... ~ 
-1 KKTAZHP ...... 
Guest Book I Feedback I ~ ~ ~~ .4~ 1 , 
[ AEl~ISTRATOR Informative Links 
Announcement 
Discussion 
Login Information 
Figure 4.4 The Data Flow Diagram for KKTAZHP 
Figure 4.5 shows the DFD diagram for the authentication module. This 
module is responsible for the security of the application. It enables the log in 
and logout of the user. 
BEGIN 
1 
USER 
User Login r----1 
E::: ____ ) I 
No 
3 
END .... ,__ __ 
Yes t..____ 1 
Figure 4.5 Authentication Module DFD 
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Figure 4.6 below shows the DFD diagram for updating user profile in the 
database. This function includes list, add, delete and change user's 
information. Combined with the authentication module, they provide security 
for the whole application. The page will list the log in user profile only. For 
editing user, current user list is display and user can be edited from the list. 
BEGIN 
USER 
Yes 
2 Record 
END 
Figure 4.6 DFD diagrams for updating user profile in 
database 
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Figure 4.7 below describe the DFD diagram for the Complain box and the 
Discussion box. Users have to login in order to enable them to access the 
Complain and Discussion box. The administrator will retrieve the complains 
and discussions made by users and send feedback to them. 
BEGIN 
USER 
3 ComplaJnl 
Discussion Box 
END 
4 
Retrieve 
complains 
and 
discussions 
Figure 4. 7 DFD diagrams for the complain and discussion 
box 
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Figure 4.8 below describe the DFD diagram for searching students record and 
the chat module. Authorized users who successfully login are able to access 
these 2 modules. Users have to key in keywords in order to search 
information about students. This search module is restricted only for the 
information about the residents of Kolej Kediaman Tun Ahmad Zaidi. 
BEGIN 
USER 
3 
END ..._llillt----: 
Figure 4.8 DFD diagrams for the search record module and 
chat module 
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Figure 4.9 below describe the DFD diagram for the Administrator module. As 
usual, users have to login in order to enable them to access this module. 
Successful login users will able to update any information, view the guest 
book, complain box and make new announcements or bulletins. Besides, the 
administrators are able to change their own username and password. The 
database system will give feedback to the administrator's requests. 
BEGIN 
1 
Figure 4.9 DFD diagrams for the administrator module 
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4.1 .4 KKT AZHP Database Design 
The KKTAZHP database contains about 22 tables as follow: 
• Announcement 
• Bulletin 
• Complain 
• Guestbook 
• JIK 
• JKP 
• JKPAddin 
• JKPHati 
• JKPKemas 
• JKPSeni 
• JKPSukan 
• JTK 
• Kakitangan 
• Kelab 
• Message 
• PasswordAdmin 
• Pengetua 
• Pentadbiran 
• Person 
• Projek 
• Reply 
• WakilTingkat 
As the feedback form is being filled up and submitted, the database tables will 
be updated from time to time. The design for each table will be described in 
next page. 
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Announcement Table 
This table contains the details of the announcements made by the 
administrator, which includes the message's ID, subject, contents and the 
date when the announcement is updated. 
Field Name Data Type Description 
- -
Message ID Auto Number Message's ID 
MessageDate Dateffime Message's Date 
MessageSubject Text Message's Subject 
MessageBody Memo Message's Body 
Table 4.2 Announcement Table 
Bulletin Table 
This table contains the details of the bulletins made by the administrator, 
Which includes the bulletin 's ID, date, subject and the body of the bulletin. 
-
Field Name Data Type Description 
Message ID Auto Number Bulletin's ID 
MessageDate Dateffime Bulletin's Date 
MessageSubject Text Bulletin's Subject 
MessageBody Memo Bulletin's Body 
Table 4.3 Bulletin Table 
GuestBook Table 
This table contains the details of the comments about this KKT AZHP made by 
the users around the World Wide Web. 
-
Field Name Data Type Description 
MessagelD Auto Number Message's ID 
-
Message Date Dateffime Message's Date 
~ 
MessageBody Memo Message's Body 
-
Email Text User's Email 
-
Message From Text User's Name 
Table 4.4 GuestBook Table 
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Complain Table 
This table contains the details of the complains made by the users, which 
includes his/her name, email address, room number, complain's date, ID and 
the body of their complains. 
-
Field Name Data Type Description 
-
Complain ID Auto Number Complain's ID 
Complain Date Date/Time Complain's Date 
ComplainBody Memo Complain's Body 
~ 
' 
NomborBilik Text User's Room Number 
~ 
Email Text User's Email 
~ 
Name Text User's Name 
~ 
Table 4.5 Complain Table 
JIK Table 
This table contains the details of the committee of Jawatankuasa lnduk Kolej 
(JIK), which includes his/her name and his/her position in the committee. 
-
Field Name Data Type Description 
~ 
ID Auto Number Committee's ID 
~ 
Nam a Text His/Her Name 
~ 
Jawatan Text His/Her Position 
-
Table 4.6 JIK Table 
JKP Table 
This table contains the details of the committee of Jawatankuasa 
Perkembangan Kolej (JKP), which includes his/her name and his/her position 
in the committee. 
Field Name Data Type Description 
-
ID Auto Number Committee's ID 
-
Nam a Text His/Her Name 
~ 
Jawatan Text His/Her Position 
~ 
Table 4. 7 JKP Table 
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JKPAddin Table 
This table contains the details of the committee of Jawatankuasa Kerja 
Perkembangan lntelektual Kolej Kediaman Tun Ahmad Zaidi (JKP Addin), 
Which includes his/her name and his/her position in the committee. 
Field Name Data Type Description 
~ 
ID Auto Number - Committee's ID 
Nama Text His/Her Name 
Jawatan Text His/Her Position 
Table 4.8 JKPAddin Table 
JKPHati Table 
This table contains the details of the committee of Jawatankuasa Kerja 
Perkembangan Kerohanian dan Etika Kolej Kediaman Tun Ahmad Zaidi (JKP 
Hati), which includes his/her name and his/her position in the committee. 
Field Name Data Type Description 
ID Auto Number Committee's ID 
-
Nam a Text His/Her Name 
Jawatan Text His/Her Position 
Table 4.9 JKPHati Table 
JKPKemasTable 
This table contains the details of the committee of Jawatankuasa Kerja 
Perkembangan Kebajikan dan Kemasyarakatan Kolej Kediaman Tun Ahmad 
Zaidi (JKP Kemas), which includes his/her name and his/her position in the 
committee. 
-
Field Name Data Type Description 
~ 
ID Auto Number Committee's ID 
Nama Text His/Her Name 
Jawatan Text His/Her Position 
-
Table 4.10 JKPKemas Table 
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JKPSeniTable 
This table contains the details of the committee of Jawatankuasa Kerja 
Perkembangan Kesenian dan Kreatif Kolej Kediaman Tun Ahmad Zaidi (JKP 
Seni), which includes his/her name and his/her position in the committee. 
Field Name Data Type Description 
-
ID Auto Number Committee's ID 
Nam a Text His/Her Name 
Jawatan Text His/Her Position 
Table 4. 11 JKPSeni Table 
JKPSukanTable 
This table contains the details of the committee of Jawatankuasa Kerja 
Perkembangan Sukan dan Rekreasi Kolej Kediaman Tun Ahmad Zaidi (JKP 
Sukan), which includes his/her name and his/her position in the committee. 
Field Name Data Type Description 
~ 
ID Auto Number Committee's ID 
~ 
Nam a Text His/Her Name 
~ 
Jawatan Text His/Her Position 
~ 
Table 4. 12 JKPSukan Table 
Kakitangan Table 
This table contains the name of all the office workers of Kolej Kediaman Tun 
Ahmad Zaidi. 
Field Name Data Type Description 
IDKakitangan Auto Number Worker's ID 
-
Nam a Text His/Her Name 
Table 4.13 Kakitangan Table 
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Kelab Table 
This table contains the details of the clubs in Kolej Kediaman Tun Ahmad 
Zaidi. 
Field Name Data Type Description 
. 
ID Auto Number Club's ID 
. 
Kelab Text Club's Name 
-
Pengerusi Text Club's Director 
~ 
JKPPelaksana Text Name of the JKP 
Table 4. 14 Ke/ab Table 
PasswordAdminTable 
This table contains the username and password of the administrator. 
Field Name Data Type Description 
~ 
ID Auto Number Password's ID 
~ 
Password Text Password 
~ 
Username Text Username 
Table 4.15 PasswordAdmin Table 
Pengetua Table 
This table contains the details of the comments about this KKTAZHP made by 
the users, which includes his/her name, email address, date, ID and the body 
of their comments. 
-
Field Name Data Type Description 
ID Auto Number Master's ID 
Pengetua Text Master's Name 
-
Biodata Memo His/Her Biography 
~ 
Gambar Text Path for His/Her Picture 
Table 4.16 Pengetua Table 
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Pentadbiran Table 
This table contains the details of the administrator of Kolej Kediaman Tun 
Ahmad Zaidi, which includes their names and position such as Master, 
Secretary, Treasurer and Supervisor. 
-
Field Name Data Type Description 
-
PentadbiranlD Auto Number Administrator's ID 
Nama Text Administrator's Name 
~ 
Jawatan Text His/Her Position 
--
Table 4.17 Pentadbiran Table 
Projek Table 
This table contains the details of the projects in Kolej Kediaman Tun Ahmad 
Zaidi. 
Field Name Data Type Description 
ID Auto Number Project's ID 
Projek Text Project's Name 
-
Pengerusi Text Project's Director 
--
Pelaksanaan Text Duration of the project 
-
Table 4.18 Projek Table 
WakilTingkat Table 
This table contains the name of the floor representative in Kolej Kediaman 
Tun Ahmad Zaidi. 
-
Field Name Data Type Description 
ID Auto Number Floor rep.'s ID 
-
Nama Text Floor rep.'s name 
-
WakilTingkat Text Floor 
Pelaksanaan Text Duration of the project 
Table 4.19 WakilTingkat Table 
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Message Table 
This table contains the details of the discussions made by users, which 
includes 
Field Name Data Type Description 
. 
ParentlD Text Parent's ID 
~ 
MessagelD Auto Number Discussion's ID 
~ 
Message Date Date/Time Discussion's Date 
MessageFrom Text User's Name 
Emailaddress Text User's Email Address 
MessageSubject Text Discussion's Topic 
Message Body Memo Discussion's Content 
Table 4.20 Message Table 
Reply Table 
This table contains the details of the replies made by users, which includes 
his/her name, email address, date, contents, topic and parent's ID. 
-
Filed Name Data Type Description 
~ 
ReplylD Auto Number Reply's ID 
ReplyFrom Text User's Name 
Email Text User's Email Address 
~ 
ReplyBody Memo Reply's Content 
~ 
ReplyDate Date/Time Reply's Date 
ParentlD Text Parent ID 
Topic Text Reply's Topic 
-
Table 4.21 Reply Table 
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Person Table 
This table contains the details of all the students or residents of Kolej 
Kediaman Tun Ahmad Zaidi such as his/her name, room number, matric 
number, IC number, address, telephone number, sex etc. 
-
Field Name Data Type Description 
-
Person ID Auto Number Student's ID 
Nama Text Student's Name 
NomborBilik Text His/Her Room Number 
~ 
Blok Text His/Her Block 
~ 
Floor Text His/Her Floor 
~ 
Jantina Text His/Her Sex 
~ 
IC No Text His/Her IC Number 
KadMatrik Text His/Her Matric Number 
Fakulti(Tahun) Text Faculty and Year 
AlamatAsal1 Text His/Her Address 
AlamatAsal2 Text His/Her Address 
~ 
Poskod Text Postcode 
-
Bandar Text His/Her Town 
-
Negeri Text His/Her State 
Negara Text His/Her Country 
~ 
NomborT elefon Text Telephone Number 
-
EmailAddress Text His/Her Email Address 
-
Password Text His/Her Password 
Active Yes/No Validity 
LastLogin Date/Time Last Login Date/Time 
-
Table 4.22 Person Table 
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4.2 System Development 
The KKT AZHP was developed using the prototype approach as mention in 
Chapter Three. The development of KKTAZHP can be divided into two 
Phases, which are the web pages development and the database 
development. 
4.2.1 Web Pages Development 
This KKT AZ homepage has been developed mainly using Hypertext Markup 
Language (HTML), ASP coding and JavaScript. HTML is used to develop and 
create the setting and contents of the web pages while ASP codes are used in 
to create essential functions inside a system. JavaScript is used mainly for 
Passing the parameters from one applet to another in different web pages. 
This KKTAZ homepage is divided into two parts; the information part and the 
latter is the part for users or administrators to login into the system. For the 
information part, all the web pages are developed using frames while no 
frames is used for the login part. 
JavaScript has been coded in some of the HTML documents to perform some 
functions such as the current date and time of the system, to interpret the 
Parameter passing through a URL address etc. Besides, the HTML codes 
Were modified continuously until the desired layout of the web pages had 
been achieved or satisfied. 
The ASP codes have been coded in most of the HTML documents to perform 
all the functions required in the system such as login, updating records, 
discussion box, complain box and etc. This ASP codes were also modified 
continuously until the required function of each form was accomplished. 
The main flow of the HTML documents for users' page and the administrator 
Page are shown in Figure 4.10 and Figure 4.11 . 
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Figure 4. 10 User Homepage Main Screen 
KOLEJ KEDIAMAN TUN AHMAD ZAIDI, UNIVERSm MALAYA 
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Slla masukJ<.)n usernam• dln p•s5"'.,0rd •dm1nlstrator untuk logln k.e dal.lm si>tem. 
Figure4.11 Administrator Homepage Main Screen 
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4.2.2 Database Development 
The database for this KKTAZ's homepage has been formulated using 
Microsoft Access 2000. All the field types and lengths were specified 
according to the functional requirement. As stated earlier in this chapter, there 
are about 22 tables involved in developing this KKT AZ. homepage as shown in 
Figure 4.12 for details. 
Figure 4.12 Tables for KKTAZHP Database 
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CHAPTER FIVE : SYSTEM TESTING 
5.1 Introduction 
A system that cannot be trusted to work correctly has no value. This means 
that the programs must function correctly and there must be a way to 
determine that the results that come back are valid and complete. Writing the 
code with the ability to fully test itself solves the first problem and makes 
coding easier in the process. 
Testing is a normal routine that involves testing newly developed or modified 
programs. Testing is vital in any program because it is during these stages 
that the strengths and weaknesses of a program are identified. 
System testing is a predetermined combination of tests that, when executed 
successfully, satisfy management that the system meets specifications. It is 
also used to validate that the system was built right. 
5.1.1 Unit Testing 
Unit testing focuses verification effort on the smallest unit of software design. 
This process enables the tester to detect errors in coding and logical 
mistakes. In unit testing, interactions between modules are avoided. The unit 
tests that were performed for KKTAZHP are as follow: 
1. Error Handling - to ensure all error handling paths are tested 
2. Interface Testing - to ensure that information flows well into and out of 
the program unit under test. 
5.1.2 System Module Testing 
System module testing is performed after completion of coding for each 
module in the system. This process ensures that all units in the module will 
function accordingly when integrated and have fully satisfied its functional 
requirements. 
In KKTAZHP, a few sets of input data were submitted to the feedback form, 
discussion form, reply form and the complain form in the user module. This 
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Was done to ensure an expected output be confirmed in the confirmation form 
as these data are being updated in the database. 
5.1.3 Integration Testing 
System testing is a process of verifying that the system components work 
together as described in the system and program design specifications 
(Pfleeger, 1998). Testing was performed on group of related modules to 
ensure that data and controls are passed properly between modules. This 
process was performed in this KKTAZHP by ensuring that the parameters 
Passing had been successfully made and no errors occurs while it is being 
used. 
5.1.4 Regression Testing 
Regression testing identifies new faults that may have been introduced as 
current ones are being corrected. Testing after changes have been made to 
ensure that no unwanted changes were introduced to the software or system. 
In other words, regression testing is a test applied to a new version or release 
to verify that it still performs the same functions in the same manner as an 
older version or release (Pfleeger, 1998). This process was carried out each 
time the KKT AZHP system modules had undergone changes. 
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CHAPTER SIX : SYSTEM EVALUATION 
6.1 Features of System 
This KKT AZ Homepage was specially developed in order to give students or 
any users information about Kolej Kediaman Tun Ahmad Zaidi. This site was 
designed in such a way that will benefit users as well as the administrator of 
Kolej Kediaman Tun Ahmad Zaidi who would like to update information or 
obtain up-to-date and useful information about Kolej Kediaman Tun Ahmad 
Zaidi. 
Basically KKT AZHP is an informative site. This site contains a series of web 
pages that provide users the up-to-date information and links to some useful 
and relevant sites. Besides it also provide the authorized users the online 
chatting, discussion and complain facilities as well as enable them to edit their 
own profiles and search for students' information. 
This KKTAZHP also provides a convenient way for the administrator to update 
any relevant information, view the guest book and complain box or make any 
new announcements and bulletins. 
Furthermore, the web pages itself provide another interesting feature about 
this KKTAZHP. The web pages interfaces that were developed are attractive 
with colorful, simple and user-friendly features. Users who are familiar with 
World Wide Web should have no problem at all in browsing and using this 
system. 
Finally, the feedback or guest book form in this system acts as an evaluation 
form to the system to know the weakness and strengths of the system from 
the users and improve it. 
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6.2 System Strengths 
Evaluation of the strength for this KKT AZHP's system is mainly focus on the 
ASP codes and JavaScript that was used. By using the ASP codes and 
JavaScript , the system that was developed is able to deliver a dynamic and 
interactive content on the Web. 
Moreover, this system's features such as discussion box, complain box, 
chatting module, user profile editing module and searching module for student 
Provide the uniqueness for this KKT AZ's homepage. There are only a few or 
none of the other websites in the World Wide Web that provide such features 
in their system. 
For the administrator module, this KKT AZHP enables the authorized 
administrator to update new information such as new organization structure, 
staff, projects, clubs and they even can update the students' database from 
time to time. Furthermore the administrator can make and update new 
bulletin or announcement through the administrator module. All these features 
also play an important role in providing uniqueness for this KKTAZHP. 
6.3 Evaluation By Endusers 
Questionnaires have been prepared in order to get comments and opinion 
from users around University of Malaya. These questionnaires are mainly 
targeted for the residents of Kolej kediaman Tun Ahmad Zaidi who are 
currently living in this college. This survey uses 40 undergraduates as the 
survey sample. Besides that, these questionnaires have been send to the 
administrator of Kolej Kediaman Tun Ahmad Zaidi in order to get their 
comments and opinions about this homepage especially for the administrator 
module. 
After all the questionnaires have been given to the users, then the process of 
gathering back all the questionnaires is done after 1 or 2 days later. All the 
information that have been gathered are used in the system evaluation and 
the results of the survey are explained below. 
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from the students ' point of view 
a Most of the students agreed that this homepage provides enough 
information and up-to-date information for them. 
a Some of them think that this homepage should include an English 
version that enables users from all the World Wide Web to understand 
the information provided in this homepage. 
a Majority of them suggested that the "Lagu Kolej" page should include a 
button that once it is clicked, will enable the users to listen to the 
college's song. 
a This homepage should provide an online booking facility that enables 
them to do online booking through the Internet. 
a Majority of them agreed that the features in this homepage are easy to 
use and user friendly. 
from the administrators' point of view 
a Majority of them agreed that this system provides a convenient and 
easy way for them to update any information and maintain the student 
database. 
a Some of them suggested that the administrator module should include 
a module that enables the administrator to print reports according to 
the appropriate report format. 
a Some of them suggested that this homepage should include a module 
that enables the administrator to sort for the students who are potential 
to live in college for the following semester such as by evaluating their 
participation in college's activities and the gross salary of their family 
per month. 
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6.3 System Constraints 
Due to time constraint, there are some weaknesses in this KKTAZHP. The 
weaknesses are elaborated as follow: 
• This homepage is mainly written in Bahasa Malaysia, hence the 
information provided is limited for those who can understand Bahasa 
Malaysia. 
• This homepage doesn't include a module that enables the 
administrator to print any report in an appropriate report format. 
• The college's song is not available in the "Lagu Kolej" page because at 
this moment there is no one who takes initiative to record the college's 
song. 
• This system doesn't provide online booking facilities for students. 
6.4 Future Enhancements 
This KKT AZ's homepage was developed around 2 to three months. Since 
system development is a dynamic process, hence new ideas have come 
about when developing this system. Nevertheless, due to time constraint, not 
all of these ideas could be incorporated into the system. Some of the new 
ideas are elaborated below: 
• In order to make this homepage an informative website, an English 
version of this homepage should be included. 
• This homepage should include a module that enables the administrator 
to print report in an appropriate report format. 
• This homepage should include a module that enables the administrator 
to sort for the students who are potential to live in college for the 
following semester such as by evaluating their participation in college's 
activities and the gross salary of their family per month. 
• An online booking for facilities will be added in this homepage to 
enable users to do booking through the Internet. 
• The college's song will be available in the "Lagu Kolej" page. 
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6.5 Problems Encountered 
In the beginning, many problems occurred, as I never used some of the 
software to develop this KKT AZHP such as JavaScript, ASP and Visual 
lnterdev 6.0. Consequently, it took me some time to learn these softwares and 
programming languages. Besides, in the beginning Visual lnterdev 6.0 was 
the proposed tool in developing KKTAZHP. But, due to time constraint, Visual 
lnterdev 6.0 was switched to Microsoft FrontPage 2000. 
6.6 Knowledge Gained 
Throughout the whole process of developing KKTAZHP, I really have learned 
a lot of knowledge as mentioned below: 
1. Learn how to use ASP and JavaScript, which I have never learned 
before. 
2. Techniques to plan and develop an interactive and dynamic web page. 
3. Gained knowledge and a better understanding of Internet and World 
Wide Web. 
4. Techniques in designing and maintaining database. 
5. Skills in finding information and problem solving. 
6. 7 Concluding Remarks 
The main objective for developing this KKTAZHP is to develop and design an 
interactive and dynamic web site that provides useful and up-to-date 
information about Kolej Kediaman Tun Ahmad Zaidi. Besides, it is also aimed 
to provide a convenient way for the administrator to update any new 
information and also provide an easy way to maintain the database. While for 
the students in Kolej Kediaman Tun Ahmad Zaidi, developing this homepage 
Will enable them to edit their own profiles, chatting, or make discussions and 
complains. Although this system meets its goals and specifications, but there 
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are still plenty of rooms for improvements as mentioned earlier in future 
enhancements. 
Developing this KKTAZHP has given me a golden opportunity to learn ASP 
coding and JavaScript. Knowledge gained in this field is very valuable 
especially when I enter the real working environment and tend to serve the 
rapid growing Internet industry in the world currently. 
Finally, developing this KKTAZHP enabled me to be more discipline in which I 
need to work and complete tasks within a specific period of time besides 
enabled good planning and problem solving due to time constraints. It is 
hoped that this KKT AZHP will provide users useful and up-to-date information 
about Kolej Kediaman Tun Ahmad Zaidi. 
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APPENDIX A : USER GUIDE 
Introduction 
Welcome to Kolej Kediaman Tun Ahmad Zaidi Homepage (KKTAZHP). This 
system provides adequate, useful and up to date information about KKT AZ to 
the users. Besides that, this system enables the successful login users to 
change their own profiles and password, search for students, chat, make 
complains and discussions while for other users, they are able to give their 
comment or share their opinion about the site by filling up the form provided in 
the guest book. For the administrator module, the successful login users will 
be able to update relevant information such as announcements, bulletins, 
students' information etc. 
This system is easy to use and user friendly. All the functions provided in this 
system can be easily executed by just clicking on the hypertext and icons. 
Below is a user manual to provide guidance on how to use the system. 
~ Getting Started 
The first thing a user has to do is to type the Web Site address of KKTAZHP 
in the address box of the Internet Explorer. The URL address for KKT AZHP is 
http://kktaz.um.edu .my. 
User Homepage 
After the user has type in the URL address of KKTAZHP, then the web 
browser will display the introduction page of KKTAZHP which is made by 
Macromedia Flash. At this page, users have two choices that are whether to 
Wait until the Flash finishes or directly proceed to the main page by clicking 
the "skip intro" button. Please refer figure A 1.1 for the introduction page. 
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Click here to skip 
introduction and go to the 
main page 
Figure A 1. 1 Introduction page 
);;.. After the introduction page, then it will automatically switch to the main 
page which has many hypertexts, dropdown menus and image mapping 
where users can perform selection by using the mouse as shown in 
Figure A 1.2. This page is divided into three parts. The first part is 
accessible for all users, which contains information about Kolej Kediaman 
Tun Ahmad Zaidi while the second part is the menu for the authorized 
users who are able to login to the system. The last part is the 
administrator menu, which is only accessible for the administrator of Kolej 
Kediaman Tun Ahmad Zaidi. The authorized user menu and the 
administrator menu will be discussed later in the following sections. 
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Image Mapping 
Dropdown menu Hypertext 
Figure A 1. 2 Hypertext, Dropdown Menu and Image Mapping 
). In this section we will discussed about the general menu for all the users 
in the World Wide Web. Once the users are already in the main page, 
they can navigate or browse all the pages in this KKT AZHP such as the 
history of the college, the facilities and services provided, college's 
bulletin and announcement, make comments and etc. by clicking on the 
hypertext or the image mapping in this page. 
> If users want to know about the history of the college, the organizational 
structure of the administrator of Kolej Kediaman Tun Ahmad Zaidi, the 
college's master, some pictures of the college, college's map and 
college's song can click the "Kolej Kediaman" button on the left hand side 
of the main page or by clicking it on the top of the dropdown menu. After 
clicking this button, then the user will be directed to the "Kolej Kediaman" 
menu as shown in Figure A1 .3. 
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KOLEJ KEDIAMAN TUN AHMAD ZAIDI 
S•l•r•h 
•s.,arah KoleJ Kedk'lllltil Tun Ahmad Zaidi dan pen1bangunM kolt) Ked~n Tun Ahmad 
Zaidi 
P•ntadb1nn Koltl 
•Struktur Ptntadbtran KoleJ Kedkvmln Tun Ahmad Zaidi dan JMktr)• am Koi., Ktd*'Mln 
Tun Ahmad Za1d1 
Temp•t Menank 
•Tempal tempat menarlk selatar Kolej Ke61aman Tun Ahmad Z•nd1 clan pemandangan 
KoleJ Kedian1an Tun Ahmad Zaidi 
o • .._ ...... .. 
Hyperlink to other pages such as college's history, organizational structure etc. 
Figure A 1.3 The Kolej Kediaman Page 
~ Once the user is in the "Kolej Kediaman" page, then he/she can click on 
the hypertext to view the college's history by clicking on the "Sejarah", 
the organization structure by clicking on the "Pentadbiran Kolej", 
beautiful scenery of KKTAZ by clicking on the 'Tempat Menarik", 
college's master by clicking on the "Pengetua", college's map by clicking 
on the "Peta Kolej" and the college's song by clicking on the "Lagu 
Kolej". Please refer to Figure A 1.4 to Figure A 1.9 in the following pages. 
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SEJARAH KOLEJ KEDIAMAN TUN AHMAD ZAIDI 
Pembinaan Kolej Kedlaman Tun Ahm.id Zaidi telah di 
buat merangkumf tanah seluas 6.6 ekar. Kerajaan 
i~~!l•Negert Sar.JWak ttt;ih menyumba~n sebanyak RM 10 juta dan seleblhny;i RM 5 Juta l.lgl dltanggung oleh 
plhak Unlversltf Milfy;i. l<M lnl maUputt kos 
pembfnnn, kalenikip;in d.ln bayaran perundlngan 
Konsep senibfn1 d.tn w.ima y~g dlplllh adat.h 
mengikut tem;i Ntg9rl '.S.lr.JWak. A tap genting bew.ima 
Mtam te\Jh dllthamk<ln dart clrt·cirl .ltap •bell.ln 
shingles• dan dlpadan~n den&anwama dindfng b.lngun;in seb;i kemerahan untuk rnelambangkin 
warlsan senf negerf tersebut. 
Figure A 1. 4 The "Sejarah Kolej" Page 
~ This page will give a brief description about the history of Kolej 
Kediaman Tun Ahmad Zaidi from the beginning of its development until 
now. This includes some description about the concept of the 
architecture and design used in building this college, the facilities 
available, the structure building of the college etc. 
~ The "Pentadbiran Kolej" page will display the most updated 
organization structure of the administrator of Kolej Kediaman Tun 
Ahmad Zaidi. This includes the college's master, secretary, treasurer, 
supervisor and all the staff who are currently working at the office of 
Kolej Kediaman Tun Ahmad Zaidi. This page is a dynamic page, which 
means that the name of the people in this organization can be changed 
or updated from time to time through the Administrator module which 
will be discussed later. Please refer Figure A 1.5 for details. 
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B.4RISAN PENGURUSAN KOl.EJ 
Pe~lua 
Sett.us.ha 
Benclaharl 
PROF. OR. MOHO. RAZALI AGUS 
ENCIK ABDULLAH GHANI 
CIK RATNAWATI SARJ MOHO AMIN 
PenYo1lla OR. FAIZAH 'l'IJNUS 
PenY'lll• ENCIK ..IAMALUOIN YAC09 
STAF/K.lKITANG.tN KOlEJ 
Helwarahanm Ahmad S.lcli 
Figure A 1. 5 The "Pentadbiran Kolej" Page 
> The "Pengetua" page will display the personal details and the photo of 
the master of Kolej Kediaman Tun Ahmad Zaidi as shown in Figure A 1.6. 
This page is also a dynamic page which all the information can be 
updated or changed by the administrator. 
> Some beautiful sceneries of Kolej Kediaman Tun Ahmad Zaidi are 
available in the ''Tempat Menarik" page. This includes photos taken 
around the compound of Kolej Kediaman Tun Ahmad Zaidi such as the 
basketball court, blocks, car park and etc. 
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PERMANDANGAN SEKITAR KOLEJ KEDIAMAN TUN AHMAD ZAIDI 
Figure A 1.6 The 'Tempat Menarik" Page 
The personal details and photo of the college's master are available in 
the "Pengetua" page. All the information about the college's master can 
be updated and changed through the administrator menu. Please refer 
Figure A 1.7 for details. 
» The "Peta Kolej" page will display the route to University of Malaya and 
all the ways from University of Malaya to Kolej Kediaman Tun Ahmad 
Zaidi as shown in Figure A 1.8 in next page. 
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Prof. Or. Mohd A.azalt Agus merupakan Pengetua bagl Kole] Kedfaman Tun 
Ahmad Zaidi, Unl•ersltf Mal<lya dan belfau mula menj;rwat j;rwatan fnl 
sejak kolej In\ mula·mul.l dltubuhkan iaitu pada bulan I Jun 1997 sthtnaga 
sekarang. 8dllau . dit.lhlrun pada 7 Okemwr 1955 dan • mendapn 
ptndfdlkan ;rwal di Sek. Ktb Batu 9, Cheras, ~Jang Sel.lngor Btlfau 
kemudfanrtY• meneruskan pengajfan menengahny.t di SMJK (1) Jal.In Buklt, 
Kajang Sel.tngor (1968-1971) dan Kajang High School (19n). Selepas ltu, 
beUau terplUh memasukf l\oltj Melayv Kual.l l\angur selama empat tlhun 
laltu darl Februart 1972 sehlngga otsember 1975. Has II be~t US.lha yang 
btrterusan, Prof. MOhd Rnall Agus tel.lh b•r!IY• mtlanjutkan pelaj.,•n kt 
Unlvtrsit1 Mal<lya dal.tm bldang Antropologl dan Soslolog1 mul.11 tahun 1976 sehtngga I 979, 
Figure A 1. 7 The "Pengetua" Page 
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:> The "Lagu Kolej" page will display the official song's lyric of Kolej 
Kediaman Tun Ahmad Zaidi. Please refer the below figure for details . 
17 Januy , 200 I 
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A Ef* .... 11.1111 .... 
LAGU KOLEJ KEDIA.MAN TUN AHMAD ZAIDI 
Tarbang Kenyalang merentas1 lautan 
MengeJar imp1an setll'lgg1 gunung sant ubong 
Sorsatu hab bawah satu nauogan 
Tanpa meng1ra bangsa dan JUga agama 
KoleJ Tun Ahmad Zaidi 
Waiau cabaran set1ngg1 gunung 
Waiau rintangan sedalam lautan 
sanggup ditempuh1 demi koleJ terc1nta 
Semangat KolBJ Tun Ahmad Zaidi terus mambara 
Terus membara 
Figure A 1. 9 The "Lagu Kolej" Page 
... 
:> If users wish to know the organization structure of the college such as 
the college's Action Committee (JTK), "Jawatankuasa lnduk Kolej" (JIK) 
and etc. then he/she can click the "Akademik" button on the left hand 
side or on the dropdown menu bar as shown in Figure A 1.10. 
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-
Click this button to go to the "Akademik" Page 
Figure A 1. 1 O The ''Akademik" Buttons 
> Once the user has clicked the button, then the "Akademik" page will be 
displayed as shown in Figure A 1.11 in next page. This page consists of 
hyperlinks, which will direct the user to pages such as "Jawatankuasa 
Tindakan Kolej (JTK)", Jawatankuasa lnduk Kolej (JIK) etc. 
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AKAD~IK KOLEJ KEDIAMAN TUN AHMAD ZAIDI 
Jawatankuua Tindakan Kolej 
• s1ruktur Jawatankuaw Tinct.lcan Kole} Kolej Kedlaman Tun At.Nd Z&1d1 
JKP Kuen1an dan Kebudayaan 
•Mallamal clan objH<llf .Jl(P Knenian don Kebudo1'14n Kecfiaman Tun Ahm<ld Zauh 
JKP Sukan dan Rekreasl 
•MatlMMI clan objektrf Jl<P Sulcan clan Rekreasi Kolej Ktchilmail Tun Alwn&d Zaidi 
JKP Kerohan1an dan E!tka 
•Matl<wMI clan objtkhf JKP Ktrohanian clan ft!k. KoleJ Ktd..nan Tun 41wTMd Za1d1 
Hyperlink to other pages such as "Jawatankuasa Tindakan Kolej 
(JTK)","JKP Sukan dan Rekreasi" etc. 
Figure A 1. 11 The ''Akademikn Page 
~ The "Jawatankuasa Tindakan Kolej" page will display the 
organizational structure of the college's JTK, JIK, JKP and 'Wakil 
Tingkat". This is also a dynamic page, which the administrator have to 
update it every year. Please refer figure A 1.12 for details. 
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JAWATANKUASA rlNOAKAI~ KOL£J (Jl)() 
Presiden 
S.tiaUHha 
Bendahari 
: MOHO NAZIR a. ABDULLAH 
: ZUNAINI BT. TELIMll<. 
: TAN SENG WEE 
J AWATANKUASA INDUK KOl.EJ (Jl<l 
AZNIOA BT. AZRI 
NORAZ1"1 MOHMJ£0 
SULTAN tYASTAN 
Figure A 1. 12 The "JTK Kolej" Page 
> The "JKP Sukan" page will display the objective and the organizational 
structure of "Jawatankuasa Sukan dan Rekreasi" as shown in Figure 
A 1.13. For the remaining pages such as "JKP Kemas", "JKP Add in", 
"JKP Seni" and "JKP Hati'', the format of these pages are similar to the 
format of "JKP Sukan" page except the objective and organizational 
structure for each of these "JKP" are different. 
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Alhlh H-
KOLll-I K&OIAMAN TUN AHMAD ZAIDI, UNIVIDll8m MALAYA 
WM#iAfi@'fiAMA4WQAPW+&N$1+Mi?f!M 
JAW A TANKUASA KCRJA PERKEMBANGAH SUKAN DAN REKREA SI 
KOi.CJ KfOIAMAl'IAN nm AHMAD 2AIOI 
POOSHAT 
EX-OFFICIO 1 
PU«JfRUSI 
NAIB PENGCRUSI 
TlM8 HAIB PCNCCRUSI I 
TlM8 t~AE PCMGCRUSI II 
TIMS. l'IUI PCNGERUSI Ill 
SETIAUSAHA I 
SETIAUSAHA II 
STRUKlUR ORGAHISASI .JKP SUKAN 
: PROF. OR. MOHD RAZALI BIN AGUS 
: EN. DO~NIC OAD\/T 
: ARIF BIN IS1'WL 
W, MOHD. SANUSI W, MOHD, NOOR 
SITI NOR KHAIYATI SAMJOI~ HUSSIN 
OZUl AFTI ROSU 
ROSMANIAH OMAR 
ASNUURI EN NA.JMll AHMllD 
KOMllTHI AIP NAGAPAN 
r:~!llC:"'I~~~ ....... ......., 
Figure A 1. 13 The "JKP Sukan» Page 
~ The next button is the "Kemudahan" button, which contains information 
about the facilities available in Kolej Kediaman Tun Ahmad Zaidi. After 
clicking the "Kemudahan" button, the user will be directed to the 
"Kemudahan" page as shown in Figure A1.14. The user can get 
information about the different facilities such as computer lab, cafeteria 
etc. by clicking on the hypertext in the dropdown menu of "Kemudahan" 
as shown in figure A 1.14. 
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KOL.llJ KaDIAMAN TUN AHMAO ZAIDI, UNIV•,_am MALAYA 
11NWl''l••&a•I ~ +ffifMMMH14+MMM 1J 
KEMUDAHAN ASAS KOLEJ N AHMAD ZAIDI 
KoleJ Int me puny•I sebu•h bangunan IU!ntadblr•n, 
rumah penge koltj serta 4 blok •srama yang terdlr1 
daripada sebuah blok untuk slsw• laltu Santuboog 2 n 3 bu•h blok untuk slswt laltu Keny•lang 
1, Keny•l<ing 2 d•n Santubong 1. Kolej inl me puny1I petb•gal Janis kamudahan yang 
disedlakan kh•s untuk pengtiunl koleJ . 
Hypertexts which link to different facilities such 
as "Makmal Komputer", " Kafeterla" etc. 
Figure A 1. 14 The "Kemudahan" Page 
> For example if the user wishes to know more about the computer lab of 
this college, then he/she can click on the hypertext named "Makmal 
Komputer" on the dropdown menu bar. Once the user has clicked 
"Makmal Komputer'', then the computer lab description will appear on the 
screen as shown in Figure A 1.5. This steps repeat if the user wishes to 
get information about other facilities such as cafeteria, rooms available 
etc. 
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1 ,:;. . ~ .. • 1 
,.__ lf.l hltp/Jleong/Mlnde>c1 hlm 
17 J u _,, ,2001 
n 
K O\....&J KCOlAMA-H T\JN AHMAD ZAIO t. U N IV• .. e tTI MALAYA 
Malcnwil komputtr turut dlsedlakan sebagal 
l<.emudahan kepada pelajar untuk menyiap~n 
tugasan, mencarl bahan atao maklumat dan juga 
untuk mempelaJ arl c.1ra yang betul menggunakan 
komputer. Suasana yang selesa, mempunyal 2 
ruangan yang luas dan terdapat hampir 40 buah 
komputer yang diltngkapl dangan l<.emudahan 
intem11 dan palbagal Jtnls program serta 
~--... kemudah"n mestn penc:etak (prlnter) 
_ _ _. ,,,.nyebabkan makmal Int tfdak pemah sunyt 
tanpa pengunjung. Bu~n !tu sihaja, 
kelstimewaan yang dlberl ktpida setfap pangllunl kolej faftu ttada ba;t¥an dil<enakan bag! 
penghuni kolej yang menggunakan komputer untull menyiapkan tugasao menambatikan lag! 
mlnat mereka untuk lebih mahlr menggunakan komputer. 
Click here to go back to top 
Figure A 1. 15 The "Makmal Komputer" Page 
!J 
fJ 
II 
> Users can get to know about the services available or provided in Kolej 
Kediaman Tun Ahmad Zaidi by clicking the "Perkhidmatan" button. After 
clicking this button, the user will be directed to the "College Cybercafe" 
page. This page will display some information about the cybercafe of 
Kolej Kediaman Tun Ahmad Zaidi together with the time schedule and 
payment that will be charged for every hour. Please refer figure A 1.16 for 
details. 
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KOL&J ICllOIAM-'N TUN ...... MAO ZAIDI, UNIVaAam MALAYA 
WQAWI* a S _.fiii+MM+ 
CYBER CAFE KOLEJ KEDIAMAN TUN~ 
Kafe Slber K.olej 10 yang terbaru mula beroperasl 
sempena Pesta Harl Terbuka Ill. Kate Siber inl 
dlnamakan Cybertaz bersesualan dengan objektlf kolej 
unruk muncul sebagal kolej IT pertama di Universltl 
Malaya . 
Cybert.lz dikendaltkan oleh sebu.lh pasukan pengurusan 
y~g dtketu•I oleh seoung pengurus, dengan dlbantu 
oleh empat oran11 ahll jawat.10kuasa pusat Pasukan 
pengurusan terdir1 darlpada seorang eksekutlf operas!, seorang eksekutlf kewangiln, ~orang 
eksekutlf pemu~ran, dan J uga sear ang eksekuttf publlsltl. 
Figure A 1.6 The "Perkhidmatan" Page 
~ Another service that is available in Kolej Kediaman Tun Ahmad Zaidi is 
"Perkhidmatan Motivasi dan Kaunseling Kelab Rakan Motivasi T AZ 
(KMRTAZ)". Users have to click the "Kaunseling/Motivasi" hypertext, 
which is on the dropdown menu bar in order to go to this page as shown 
in Figure A1.17. All the information about "KMRTAZ" will be displayed in 
this page. 
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KOL.a.> KaDIAMAN TUN AHMAD ZAIDI , UNIVWA•m MAL.AVA 
WQMMMfiRQIMMM4iMFNMMMMMffiMFlfiM [I 
PERKHIDMATAN MOTIVASI DAN KAUNSELING KELAB RAKAN MOTIVASI TAZ 
(KMRTAZ) 
MUQADIMAH 
Rilkan MOtfvuf TAZ, Kolej Kedlaman Tun Ahmad Zaidi adat.lh merupilkin sebuah ke!Jb yang 
menawiloon perllhfdmabn motlvasl dan bimbingan intelek berdilsarkiln modul-modul yang 
dlfiklrk.ln sesual bagl sesuatu gotongan alilu per1ngkat. Ktlab lnl dltubut\kan bilgl 
menyedlakan program mottvasl yang boleh membilnlu dill.-im menln~tk¥1 prestasl 
pencapillan alYdemik tervlilmanya, di s.implng menilWilOOn p<ogram yang merMigkuml 
elamen·elemen pentlng yang memblna llldivldu yang sempuma dan berl\tbolehan selMas 
dengan perl\tmbangan padil masa klnl sepertl k.erohanl.n, rekrosl, kemilhlran lndlvldu, 
teknologl nwktumat dan sebagalnya. Golongan sas;iran adalah mer¥tglwml semu1 per1nght 
umut dan lillilt btlillYng. Nilmun tumpuan leblh dfber1k.i.n terutam•ny• pefiljilr·pelajar sekot.lh 
darlpildil keluarga mlskin, tuar bilndar kurang b~mampuan, serta yang mengalaml mualah 
Figure A 1. 17 The "Kaunse/ing/Motivasi" Page 
> The "Serita Terkini" button will display the up-to-date announcements 
and bulletins of Kolej Kediaman Tun Ahmad Zaidi to users. These 
announcements and bulletins will be updated from time to time by the 
administrator. Please refer Figure A 1.18 and A 1.19 to view the "Serita 
T erkini" and "Pengumuman" page. 
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t<OLA.J K&DtAMAN TUN AHMAD ~fDI. UNIV-.Aam MAL..A'VA 
m1w1•••······•••1••••••a11•111w11•1•1+em1+-••••• 
SENARAI BULETIN KOLEJ 
Berlkut mtrupakan senaral bu\etln yang telah dlbuat sehlngga hart Inf. 
mllhiil§§if)[@IM 
Selamtt Harl ~· Kelab Kompub!r mengucapkan •seW..at Harl 
Raya Puua• dan °Merry Christmas• kepada 
semua penghunl Kolej Kediaman Tun Ahmoad 
Zaidi. 
M!5tthit¥ 
12122100 2:14;11 AM 
Gong XI f.;itt Choal dfuc.pkan kepa<U semua t 2122100 2:28; t 8 AM 
penghun1 Cina KKTAl. 
~! d.iri kal.;ib lwngfu 1ngln menguc.Jpkan 12126100 4 32·31 AM 
Gong hee fatt choy kepida semua w•rga dna 
kkuz 
Figure A 1.18 The "Berita Terkini" Page 
KOUIJ KRDIAMAN TUN AHMAD ZAIDI, UNIVl[Aam MAL.AV A 
RUANGAN DARI PEJA8AT 
Berlkut merupakan senaral pengumuman yang telah dlbuat sehlngga harl lnl. 
•·•~MmNH1e~•mHtz.~•111111111:c11111111•Ht5fffl ,, a 
Cuti Stmesi.r 2 Kepada semua pensiiunt KKTAZ, anda semua 12122100 3.38:42 AM 
dikahendakl untuk mengosonglwn blllk 
m.;ising-maslng pada cut! semester 2 lnl 
untuk kerja·kerja pembalkpulil\an bill!<., 
H~a Kolej l(epada semua pengllunl KKTAZ, harga kolel 12122100 3:40:2<1 AM 
untuk sem inl tet.lp Sllm<i. 
Penghuni IOCTAZ Kepada semua pengllunl yang lngln tlnsg•I 12126/00 4 37 ·"40 AM 
semas~ cutl wn inl del<.ehendiki mendift.ir 
di office. 
Hello gfgfgfg 1111101 11;05:07 AM 
Figure A 1.19 The"Pengumuman" Page 
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~ Users who want to know the projects and clubs in Kolej Kediaman Tun 
Ahmad Zaidi can click on the "Projek" button in order to enter this page 
as shown in figure A 1.20 below. The "Projek" page is divided into two 
parts that is project and club. The project part will display information 
about the current and past projects in Kolej Kediaman Tun Ahmad Zaidi 
together with the name of the director, project and the duration of the 
project. While the club will display information about all the clubs in Kolej 
Kediaman Tun Ahmad Zaidi together with the director's name and the 
name of the club. 
TESIS REPORT 
KO\.IW Kl!DIAMAN TUN AHMAO ZAIOI, UN1viu.am MALAYA 
•••••••••••1•••11wmme1wm •a•••'••• 
PROJEK DAN KELAB KOLEJ KEDIAMAN TUN AHMAD ZA!Q.! 
Senilrill ProJ•k SepilnJ•na Sessl ln1 
Berlkut mttVpakan senara! projek yang dljalankan sepanj~ng sessl 1nl. 
Pro1ek 
Figure A 1. 20 The ''Projek" Page 
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~ By clicking the "Links" button on the left hand side of the menu bar, users 
are able to go to the "Links" page as shown in figure A 1.21 below. This 
page provides users a convenient and easy way to link to other local and 
foreign universities' homepages. Besides that, they are able to link to 
some useful newspaper's sites such as "Serita Harian", New Strait Times 
and "Utusan Malaysia". 
,__Ji) htllth1eanglknmdox1 him 
KOL.&J tCaOIAMAN TUN AHMAD ZAIDI . UNtv .... m MALAYA 
MMPA•ll@'ll"'••-&•WW-*MHllfAMMM 
LINKS KOLEJ KEDIAMAN TUN AHMAD ZAIDI 
Umvers1t1 Temp•t•n M•~ys1• 
• U.U..noid ~bla•• 
• u.i.. .... ,111 s..... M&ll,.sb 
•t·-rsld !\ft..,.,_,, ~)'5b. 
•v~noid PW#'> Mala19b 
e U.U..rs!JI T •bolocl Malo)'Sb 
• u....,.rnd i.1 .. 11,a-.q; .. 
e U..U..nicl Utan l\Wop lo 
• ONMnrid Mab)'lto SU'llW1.k 
• 11..i.u.111 Mab1fh Sallalo 
Unlverutt Lu•r Neaerl 
Figure A 1.21 The ''Links" Page 
• 
};> The last button available for users is the "Guest Book" button. This 
button enables users to give their comment or share their opinion about 
this site by filling up the feedback form available in the "Guest Book" 
page. Please refer figure A 1.22 for details. 
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K ot... .... K..OIAMA,.. "T"UN AHMAD ZA.101, UNIV•"9m MA.LAV A 
·--------------· 
GUEST BOOK 
Welcome 10 KKTAZ's Gu.,1 Book. 
Thank you for aMns us some comments and s._.stlons 1ha1 c•n help to 
improw this homep.,... 
NlllM 
-----[mill 
Figure A 1. 22 The "Guest Book" Page and the Feed Back Form 
> As stated earlier at the beginning of this chapter, the main page is 
divided into three parts. The first part is accessible for all users, which 
contains information about Kolej Kediaman Tun Ahmad Zaidi while the 
second part is the menu for the authorized users who are able to login to 
the system. The last part is the administrator menu, which is accessible 
for the administrator of Kolej Kediaman Tun Ahmad Zaidi only. 
~ At this point, I will discuss about the second part of the menu, which is 
the part that only authorized users are able to access into the system 
only. The first thing users need to do is to click on the hypertext named 
"Pelajar'' in the main menu in order to proceed to the login page. Please 
refer Figure A 1.23 for details. 
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t<O ..... KaOlAMAH TUN AHMAO ZAIDI. UNrV&Aam MAL.AVA 
Click here to go to the 
authorized user menu 
Figure A 1. 23 Main Page 
•• 
> Once the user has click "Pelajar'', then he/she will be directed to the login 
page as shown in Figure A 1.24. The user has to fill in the username and 
password in order to login to the system. 
> Once the user has successfully entered the username and password, 
he/she will be directed to the "Menu for registered user" page. This page 
contains hyperlink that will direct users to the appropriate page they wish 
to go such as "Senarai Pelajar'', "Edit Maklumat Pendaftaran", "Chatting", 
"Discussion" and "Complain". Please refer figure A 1.24 for details. 
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KOLEJ KEOIAMAN TUN AHMAD 1'.AIOI, UNI VERSm MALAYA 
Locin Penccuna 
Thh llnk Is only for 11Hhorl>11d usert and the resident~ of J<oleJ Kwdf.iman Tun Anm•d zatdt only 
Please submit your usern•m& •nd password In order to login to the system. 
Sita m•sukk.'ln n•m• d~n password •nd• uotuk login ke d•fom slstem. 
PMIWOrd: 
Required to put in the username and 
Figure A 1. 23 The User Login Page 
Rechtered Users' Menu 
Welcome Leona Wins Kin 
Tenm• kaslh Ql"•n• mtlaw.i kt L•m•n W.b Ptlojar Kolej Kactt.m•n Tun Ahm•d ?•fell. 
Anda ~h mtmb~•t pft~n·p"th•n btn1wt: 
• Stnaral Ptt.J1r Menilkut Blok 
• £dlt ~k-.m•t Ptnd•l~ran 
• Ch•mna 
• Membu•t ,,.ngumom•n mttalul Olsc:usslon Box 
• Membu•t acluon mtWul Compt.111 Box 
, .. __ ,...,,_ 
............ 
Figure A1.24 The "Registered Users' Menu" Page 
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» If the user wish to view the information about the students who are 
currently living in Kolej Kediaman Tun Ahmad Zaidi can click on the 
"Senarai Pelajar" hyperlink at the bottom of the "Registered Users' Menu" 
page. 
» This page contains a student database together with a search button that 
enables users to search for students. Besides, this page provides an 
easy and convenient way for users to view the information of the 
students whether by block or by floor. Please refer figure A 1.25 for 
details. 
Seklr•ny• and• tngln mtn~rl seseor•ng pel<ljar, m•"'- and• boleh mtmuukkan Nam•, 
Od Matrtk ATAlJ Mombor Biltkny• di dalam ruangan yang dlsedlakan. 
Berikut merupakan senaral blok-blok kediaman yang terdapat di dalam oleJ 1<ed1aman Tun 
Ahmod Za1d1. 
Sila khk senarai blok dan •noor" di bawah untuk mellhat senarai pelaJar 
Search by block 
ScJ11tuhu11u 2 
santubonQ 2-8 
Santubong 2-1 
Saotybong 2-2 
S•ntubQog 2-3 
!Senyalaog l ·B 
kenyalang 1-1 
Kenvalaog 1-2 
Kenyalaog 2· 11 
Keoya!ang 2-1 
Kenyalang 2-2 
Ktnyafj!OQ 2· 3 
The search button 
Search by floor 
Figure A 1. 25 The "Senarai Pe/ajar" Page 
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).:>. Users who wish to edit their profiles or password can click on the "Edit 
Maklumat Pendaftaran" in order to proceed to this page. Once the user 
has done that, then he/she will be directed to the update user registration 
menu as shown in figure A 1.26 and A 1.27 below. Users can update or 
change their profiles such as address, password etc. in this page. 
.· 
-
KOl.£3 KEDlAMAN TUN AHMAD ZAIDI, UNIVE RSm MAI.AVA 
N~mo·: )Gong V\Mg K.n 
Noml>O<IC": l1ao11ooa1311 
J'nuna•. I (PIW. SDlU) i3 
81ok·. I (Pih/> Sa:u) 3 
Floor'": r. Buement r s.iu <"Ou• t" Tlg• 
Nombor BIUk": I (Pihl> SO!UJ 3 
T•!lun: Is""' 3 
~d M.l!tlk: 
Figure A 1.26 The "Update User Registration (Top)" Page 
9,ndar: 
"'•p<I. 
Po11<od· 
f16Je. Jolan BDlU S"'"'· Toman Bond.., BON. 
f31900~p"' PerDk.. 
f31900 
N•cor• : fMo!oyooa 3 
NomborH .. ton .-f0-!62'""8...,46-~8~5---------
(m•~< ~eon~hovN1•I com 
Put"WOrd"'. 
Vortly POU,•0"1" . 
Figure A 1.27 The "Update User Registration (Bottom)" Page 
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> The next module we will discuss here is the chat module. Users can click 
the "Chatting" hypertext in order to go to this page. In this page, users 
can create their own chat room by clicking the hypertext "di sini" or they 
can join a chat by clicking the button "Enter" on the right hand side of the 
page. If the user click "Kembali ke Main Menu", then he/she will be 
directed to the "Registered Users' Menu". Please refer figure A 1.28 for 
details. 
KOLE.J KEO I AMAN TUN AHMAD ZAIDI, UNIVERSITI MALAYA 
CHATTING KOLEJ KEDIA/MN TUN AHMAD ZAIDI 
Untuk memasukl ·chit room· sll.l tek.ln butang "Ente,. dt bawah. Jlka anda lngtn membu.Jt 
·cnat room· .Jnda sendlrl, stla kllk !l!..!!!!L 
.. 
Click here to create own room 
Click here to join a chat 
Back to registered users' menu 
Figure A 1.28 The "Chat" Page 
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)> If the user click the "di sini" hypertext, then he/she will be linked to the 
"Create room" page as shown in figure A 1.29 below. In this page, user is 
required to key in the name of the ad hoc room he/she wishes to create. 
Besides that, user is also required to key in the description of the ad hoc 
room. For example, if the user wish to name the room as Testing and 
Test for the description of the room, then the steps are similar to the 
below figure. 
KOLEJ KEO I AMAN TU'I AH.'11AD ?AIOI, UNIVERSITI MALAYA 
KKTAZChat 
N1m1 Ad Hoc R.oom: freS1Jng 
Hural.tn "room·· 
.· 
Click here to go to the 
chat mAnu 
Type in the name and 
description of the ad hoc 
room here 
Figure A 1. 29 The "Create Room" Page 
)> Once the user has finished keying in the name and description of the ad 
hoc room, then he/she has to click the "Create Room" button to go back 
to the "chat" page as shown in figure A 1.28 above. 
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> Once the user has been directed back to the "chat" page, then he/she 
can click the "Enter" button to proceed to the "chat menu" page, which is 
a new window. In this page, user has to key in their name or nick name 
in the box provided. Besides that, the user has to select the respective 
room he/she wishes to join or select the ad hoc room he/she has created 
from the dropdown menu. Please refer figure A 1.30 below for details. 
The example below used "hello" as the user name and "Testing" for the 
room that he/she wishes to join. After that, the user has to click the 
"Login" button in order to proceed to the chat room page. 
l r h.d 'WPlcome 10 MA1U• N"I Pin["; 
.· 
. . . 
TESIS REPORT 
.• 
KOLEJ KEOIAMAN nJN AHMAD ZAIDI, UNIVERS ITI MALAYA 
CHATTING 
Si&. m11Suiclcan - •nda dan pihh ·room· Yan& •ncin •nda m11Suk . 
•' 
Nama: !hello 
Room: ,....KKT_ AZ_Ch_e_t 3....., 
KKT AZ Clle.12 
KKTAZChCllJ 
ch~ll 
Testi 
Dropdown menu Key in username or nick name 
Click here to login to chat room 
Figure A 1.30 The "Chat Menu" Page 
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~ Once the user has login into the chat room page which is also a new 
window, then he/she has successfully joined the chat room. He/she is 
able to join the chat by typing messages in the message box as shown in 
figure A1 .31 below. Besides that, the user is able to give private 
message by clicking on the person's name and choose the desire refresh 
rate by selecting it from the dropdown menu on the bottom right of the 
page. Finally, if the user clicks the button "Logout", then the chat room 
window will close automatically and he/she will be directed back to the 
"Chat" page. 
Chat Room Teattna 
-{hollo ha. eme1ed (t 18"(11 ~:Jt·~t AMU' .. 
h&llO(l/18101 41$3•22 AM)! HOW N1 
1~~------1-------------------------:~-....-====.,,........~~~l:fil!!!!!!:!!!::il!!!!!!:!:~ 
--1"f 31.., ... I 
Message is shown here 
Type in the message 
here, then press 
enter 
Dropdown menu 
Click here to close 
thAwindow 
Figure A 1.31 The "Chat Room" Page 
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~ If user wants to make any new discussion or view the discussions made 
by other users, then he/she has to click the "Discussion" hypertext to go 
to the "Discussion box" page. Once the user has done that, then he/she 
will be linked to the "Discussion box" page as shown in figure A 1.32 
below. This page displays all the discussions made by other users 
together with the name of the creator, date, time and subject of the 
discussion. 
KOLE.J KEOIAMAN TUN AH"-1AO ZAIDI, UN IVERSITI MALA YA 
DISCUSSION BOX 
Btrikut merup1k1n senaraf dlsansfon y1ng dibuat oleh pua i;>elaj¥. Q111M&5ffi12 I A 
1 1/8101 3:08:131 ""''"'-"'-''-r== 
PM 
2 1/8/01 3:12;$3 
PM 
3 118101 IO;Ool:5() ~ 
PM 
~ 118101 10:05:56 
PM 
5 111110110:0·06 Ttstlng 
AM 
Click on the hypertext to view the 
complete discussion 
Uong Wing Kin 
lee Sl•o long 
Figure A 1. 32 The 'Discussion Box" Page 
~ If the user wants to join a discussion, then he/she has to click on the 
hypertext of the subject or topic of the discussion in order to view the 
complete discussion. Once he/she has done that, then a new page will 
appear which is the "Show Message" page as shown in figure A 1.33 in 
next page. 
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~ This "Show Message" page is divided into two parts. The first part is the 
original message or discussion together with the creator's name and the 
topic of the discussion. While the second part consists of all the replies of 
the original discussion. If the user want to give any reply, then he/she 
has to click the 'Reply" button to proceed to the "Reply" page. Please 
refer the figure below for details. 
Toplk : 
0"'1p.ld• • 
T"rlkh : 
St•tus: 
KOLEJ KEOIAMAN TUN AHMAD ZAIDI, UNIVERs m MALAYA 
TrlptoP~ 
LI!!!!!! w ng Kin 
1/ 8/01 3:08:13 PM 
Hello evet}'body, remtmbtr w will be h•vlng • t11p to Put.u P•ngkor 1hls S.turdll'f. 
Berlkut merupalYn senara1 m lumbat.s y•ng dlterlma untuk toplk perblnungan In 
Original discussion 
or message 
RE :Trip t P~ngkor ' .... 
Click here to delete 
the message 
Click here to reply to the 
original message 
Figure A 1.33 The "Show Message" Page 
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~ In the "Reply" page, user needs to fill up the reply form, which consists of 
name of the user, email address, discussion topic and message of the 
reply. Please refer figure A 1.34 below for details. After he/she has 
finished fill up the form then he/she has to click the "Submit Reply" 
button to go back to the "Discussion Box" page. 
DISCUSSION MESSAGE·REPL Y 
Em all: 
Toplk; 
IY\esuge: 
IRE Tnp 10 Pangkor 
Rffpon Kep.d& • 
Hello evttybody, remember we wlU be ~vlng a trip to P u Pangkor !Ills Saturday. 
Click here to submit the reply 
Figure A 1.34 The "Reply" Page 
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);::. If the user wants to make a new discussion, then he/she has to click the 
"Menambah Discussion" hypertext in order to link to the "Add discussion" 
page. Please refer figure A 1.35 below for details. 
DISCUSSION BOX 
Berlkut merupakan senaral dt,cussfon yan11, dlbui t oletl par;i pelaj;ir. 
QJllMHl'5t0' t if.A 
1 1/8/01 3:08:13 Trip to PdMi!,k!lf" 
PM 
Top1k/Subj@k 
2 1/8/01 '3:12:53 ~in Kl.lng!J! 
PM 
3 1/8/01 10:~:50 ~ 
PM 
4 1/8/01 10:05:56 Mo$YY«<ll 
PM 
5 1/11/01 10:48:06 !..211.!!:! 
AM 
6 1/13/014;10:40 ~ 
AM 
7 1/17/01 11:02:07 Ttstl11g 
PM 
Click here to make a new discussion 
£.a 
Leong Wing Kfn 
Prof Or R.lpll Agus 
Chua Chin Sl.l!!I! 
Click here to go back to registered 
usArs' mAnu 
Figure A 1.35 The "Discussion Box (Bottom)" Page 
);::. Once the user has done that, then he/she will be directed to the "Add 
Discussion" page as shown in figure A 1.36. 
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> In this page, the user is required to fill up a add discussion form. The 
user is required to key in his/her name, email address, discussion topic 
and discussion message in order to complete the form. After he/she has 
finished filling up the form, then he/she has to click the 'Send Message" 
button to go back to the "Discussion Box" page. 
KOLEJ KEDlAMAN TUN AHMAD ZAIDI, UNIVERSITI MALA VA 
S1la masukkan m1klumat dan top1k pub1ncancan yanc inctn anda buat dt bawah 
Vntuk memulakan perb1nci1119an, s1la 1s1kan borang d• bawah dan kemudlan ld1k buta1\9 'Sand'. 
J1ka 1ng.n buat semut1, sila kllk butang 'Oear F1ekls'. 
Nam• justing 
Alamat Ematt j testChOtmail.com 
Top1k Ptfbincangan jt.atihan llmiah 
TESIS REPORT 
MestJ and• .-O-,mt-n-ta_p_e_rh_at-1a-n,-t-an_k_h-ak_h_ir_un-tu_k_m_e-ng-h-an-t-ar-la_p_or-an--
lat1han dm1ah 1alah sebelum pepenlcsaan semester kedua 
bermula.1 
Click here to complete the add 
discussion form 
Figure A 1. 36 The "Add Discussion" Page 
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> The last feature in the authorized user menu page is the complain box. 
User has to click the "Complain Box" hypertext in order to proceed to the 
"Complain" page. Please refer to figure A 1.37 below for details. The 
"Complain" page contains a complain form that requires user to fill up 
his/her information such as name, room number and complain. User 
cannot view the content of the complains made by other users and only 
the administrator is able to view the complains. User has to click the 
"Memasukkan Aduan" button in order to complete this form. 
Hombor 81tlt: 
(maUAddrH1· 
KOLEJ KEO I AMAN TI.JN AHMAD ZAIDI, UNIVERSITI MALA YA 
KOTAK AOUAN: 
Click here in order to complete the form 
Figure A 1.37 The "Complain" Page 
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Administrator Module 
)> As stated earlier at the beginning of this chapter, the administrator 
module can be accessed by clicking the hypertext named 
"Administrator" in the main page. Please refer figure A 1.38 below for 
details. 
KOL.•J ~OIAMAN TUN AHMAD ZAfOI, UHIV•fllam MALAYA 
lnl. 
Pemblnun Kolej Kedlaman Tun Ahm.ld Zaidi te~h 
meran&kuml unah seluas 6.6 ek.ar dan dapat menempat!Yn 
sttamal 700 or1ns pNjar. 
Nama Tun Ahmad Zaldr lnl dlambil sempena n.tma Tuan 
Yana Terut.ima Ying Dl·Per111a Meger! Sarawak laltu Tun 
Dalllk P.itlnggl (DR.I Ahmad Zaidi Adruce Bin t.'Aihammed 
NOOf, 
Ufll4Nti1M111,,. 
60G03 ifN•I• U..p1u • 
Click here to go to the 
Administrator page 
Figure A 1.38 Main Page (Administrator) 
Once the user has clicked "Administrator'', then a new window will 
appear and he/she will be directed to the "Administrator Login" page. 
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The "Administrator Login" page requires the administrator to key in the 
user identification and password in order to login to the system. Please 
refer to figure A 1.39 for details. 
KOLEJ KEDIAMAN TUN AHMAD ZAIDI, UNJVERS ITI MALAYA 
Locln Adm1n11tr.ator 
This 11'11< Is only f0< the ;authorti•d •dmmistrator of Kolej Kedlam.n Tun Ahmtd Z•1dl 
Plus& submit vour us•rnamo and password m order to login to tht' wsu.m 
S*-1 muukl<.an usem;ame dan password administrator untuk login ke dillam slstem. 
Required to key in 
Username and Password 
Click here to login to the 
system 
Figure A 1. 39 The ''Administrator Login" Page 
Once the administrator has finished keying in the usemame and 
password, then he/she has to click "Login" button to login to the 
system. When the administrator has successfully login into the system 
then he/she will able to access the "Menu for Administrator'' page as 
shown in figure A 1.40 in next page. 
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This "Menu for Administrator" page contains hyperlinks that enables 
the administrator to update and maintain the student database, view 
the guest book, complain box, update the organizational structure of 
the college and make new bulletins or announcements. Please refer 
figure A 1.40 below for details. 
KOu:J KEO I AMAN l1J"I AHMAD ZAJDI, UNIVERS ITI MALA YA 
Menu For Admistrator 
Dilim menu lnl, anda boleh membu•t pR~n-pllihan betikut; 
• ll1'd1te s•naol p~ 1!)• 
• /Jo. uk¥ IJUmiml d~ piss>Oll)(d Adm In 
• Upd4tt b)Odit• ptngftM~ !<J(!AZ 
• Mimm~~ '8nar1! hku lflamu [Guest 9oof:l 
• IJ!rivem.;11 srn~ra• 4duln !Compbln Box! 
• M!n1bu.t 8yftt1n l'.l>lef 
• Mtmbu1t Pe9aumym.in !Anno11ncementl 
• Upd1te struktur ptntadbk•n kot.! 
Hypertexts that link to other pages 
Figure A 1. 40 The "Menu For Administrator" Page 
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If the administrator want to update the student database then he/she 
can click the "Update Senarai Pelajar" hyperlink which will direct the 
administrator to the "Senarai Pela jar" page as shown in figure A 1.41 
below. 
flt ,.. ~ ,.... I.Im 
~ .. 0 
... ., 1 Stlp 
....,__It) http:ln-1glhVS-mpolo!al!Adrm~..,, 
KOLEJ KEO I AMAN TUN AHMAD ZA!OI, UNIVERS m MALA YA 
Pela1ar Ked1aman Kol11 K.d1aman Tun Ahmad Za1d1 
Benkut merupa~ senar411 btok-blok kedlatn41n yang terdapat di dalam KoleJ Ked1aman Tun 
Ahmad Z41•di. 
S1la khl< senara1 blok dan ' ftoOt" di bawah untuk me11hat senara1 pela.iar. 
~on~uhong 2 
Si Dlll.bllQQ l-& Si1Dl11liimg 2-a 1'i11ox1!ang i-a !!:ID~iliQQ 2·1 
5 i C1..ibgag 1-1 5iOtLlbgog 2-& Kmni:alang i-1 ~llDXillilllQ 2- 1 
SilO li.ttlllDll 1-2 S1oh.1b1mg 2-2 ~iQ:t:i!iQg l -2 KIDXilacg 2·2 
Saoti.tbong l-3 Ss!Dllolbll!lll 2-J !'il:CX<lliiDQ 1-J l'ii:cxii!aog z-:i 
Back to Main Menu Click here to add a new student 
Figure A 1.41 The "Senarai Pe/ajar" Page 
If the administrator want to add a new student record, then he/she has 
to click the "Menambah Pelajar Baru" hypertext in order to link to the 
"Pela jar Baru" page as shown in figure A 1.42 in next page. 
This page contains a form that requires the administrator to key in the 
information about the student. 
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.• 
KOLEJ KEOIAMAN TUN AHMAD ZAIDI, UNIVERSITI MALAYA 
Pela1ar Baru KoleJ Ked1aman Tun Ahmad Za1d1 
5114 mnuldcon m.ktumot pel11jor baru di dAJam ruengan yong chsed111lu1n, 
N•m•': 
Nombor 1c·: 
J1ntin1•: 
Blok": 
lalsa2000 
I {Pihh Satu] ::J 
I {Pil1h SatuJ iJ 
floor" : f:' S.sement r S•tu r Ou• r T lg• 
Nombor BAik": I (Pil1h Satu) 3 
TM>un: ~ 
K<id Munk: 
.--~~~~~~~~~~ 
Figure A 1.42 The "Pe/ajar Baru" Page 
If the administrator wants to change the administrator's username and 
password, he/she can click the "Change Username and Password" 
hypertext. Once he/she has done that, then he/she will be directed to 
the "Admin Username and Password" page as shown in figure A 1.43. 
In this page, the administrator has to click the "Change" hypertext to 
proceed to the "Change username and password" page. 
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Ell t ea \09ll F.... la Ii"' 
~ . .,. . 0 ID 
..... Slap A-.. 
AOheeliJ~,~-up 
KOLEJ KEDIAMAN TUN AHMAD ? AIOI, UNJ \IERSITI MALA YA 
f assword Admtmstrttor Kole1 Ked1aman Tun Ahmad Za1d1 
Back to main menu 
User- : elsa2000 
Pas-rd kolaJ10 
SUl1Ul : Ch<t!ICO 
Click here to go to the " Change 
username and password" page 
Figure A 1.43 The UAdmin Username and Password" Page 
Once the administrator has click "Change", then he/she will be directed 
to the "Change Username and Password" page as shown in figure 
A1.44. 
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The administrator is required to key in the new username and 
password in the input box provided. Once he/she has done this step, 
then he/she has to click the "Update" button in order to complete the 
changing process. 
KOLEJ KEO I AMAN TUN Al IMAO ZAIDI, UNIVERSITI MALAYA 
Penukaran Username dan Password Adminatrator 
~Ila 11W1Sulck<ln I.Mr,,_ d&n Pas.word baru ell d.allllTI ruancAn Y""I 
1hsem.i..n 
Us.rrwme : 
Pas.-rd ; 
Required to key in new 
username and password 
Click here to update the new 
username and password 
Figure A 1.44 The " Change Usemame and Password" Page 
The hypertext uUpdate Biodata Pengetua" enables the administrator to 
update the personal details and picture of the new headmaster of Kolej 
Kediaman Tun Ahmad Zaidi as shown in figure A 1.45. The 
administrator has to key in the name, picture and personal details of 
the new headmaster in the space provided in the "Change pengetua" 
page. 
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KOLEJ KEDJAMAN TUN AH"IAD ZAIDI, U!\IJVERSITI MALAYA 
Penukaran Biodata Penietua KoleJ Ked1aman Tun Ahmad Zaid1 
Slt.1YN1Sulduon rwima, g<Wnb.u dan biocS.ta pe,_...,. !Hlru ch dalam IUllfll•n yang 
dKedt.lknn. 
"\Jntui.. G.lm~r. ,1u khk buung 'Bro#S•' untu~ menurf lokasl l<"nbar bani •tau 
m11U1<1<..n nama ·p.,.llf ""'"" Uit b- Ull"'-IJ~f d1.i.Wn ruM>~an v~ dts.014k•n 
NM>a : 
Cwn!Hlr ; 
lhodat• . 
Click here to search for the picture of 
the new headmaster 
Figure A 1.45 The "Change Pengetua" Page 
If the administrator want to view the comments and opinions about this 
web site made by other users around the World Wide Web then he/she 
has to click "Menyemak senarai buku tetamu (GuestBook)" hypertext in 
order to proceed to the page. Once he/she has done that, the "Guest 
Book" page will appear as shown in figure A 1.46. 
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The administrator can give feedback to the users by sending email to 
them or he/she can delete the comments by clicking the "Delete" 
hypertext. 
KOLEJ KEDIAMAN TUN AHMAD ZAIDI, UNIVERSITl MALAYA 
l!erlkut merupakan senaral komen yang dlterlma sehtngga hart Int. 
mm.1 .. 1 MN$ftif,11f MmD!I 
1 Johnsonl..ons Nice homep •.•. Keep up ur •Hortll!l Delete 
12/Zl/ OO 12:19:22 Delete 
AM 
1/ 11101 11 :00:50 
AM 
Click here to back to Main Menu 
Click to send email to 
usArs Click here to delete 
the comments 
Figure A 1. 46 The "Guest Book" Page 
Then if the administrator wants to view the complains made by the 
authorized users or students, he/she can click the "Menyemak senarai 
aduan (Complain)" hypertext. Once this is done, then he/she will be 
linked to the "Complain" page as shown in figure A 1.4 7. 
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The administrator can give any necessary feedback to the users by 
sending email to them. Besides that, he/she can also delete any 
complains by clicking the "Delete" hypertext. 
.. 
Click here to give 
feedback to users 
KOLEJ KEOIAMAN TUN AHMAD ~AIOI, UNIVERSITI MALAYA 
Sem1rai Aduan Pelajar 
Adu•n MNMfh'Mlm. 
12/3/00 2:21 55 AM Q!l!!! 
12/3/00 2:31:53 AM o.t.19 
12/3/00 2:38:53 AM ~i.t. 
Click here to 
delete complains 
Figure A 1.47 The "Complain" Page 
The new bulletins and announcements are made by clicking the 
"Membuat Buletin Kolej" and "Membuat Pengumuman" hypertexts in 
the "Menu for administrator" page. In the "Bulletin" page, the 
administrator has to click "Membuat bulletin baru" in order to add a new 
bulletin. Please refer figure A 1.48 for details. 
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The step described in the previous page is repeated for the 
"Announcement" page which the administrator has to click the 
"Membuat pengumuman baru" hypertext to proceed to the "Add 
announcement" page. 
KOLEJ KEDlAMAN TUN AHMAD ZAlDl, UNlllERS ITI MALAYA 
Senual Bulettn l<olej 
Berlkul merup•~ sen•r•I buletto y•na i.lah dlbu•t sehlnllll• ~ri lnl. 
BMflfijd#M ... ~., 
Sel.im•t H.irf ~ Kei.b Komputer mlt'll'JCiPkin "SelMn•t Hirt 
Pu•s• Rav• Pu•s•· din •11erry Clv-istm•s· kep•da 
semu;i penstiunl ~oteJ ~dlimin Tun Ahm.ad 
Z.ldl 
2 selamat Tahun B• ru Gone XI Fart Ch•I dluCip~n kepada semua 
C1na penghunl CINI IOlTAZ, 
liliffil 
12/'12/002 14,11 AM ~ 
121'12100 2.28:18 AM !!!!!!! 
Oona Hae Fm Choi Kami d•rl kel.m kungfu lngln menguc..pkan Gong 12126100 4·31:31 AM Qtlet& 
4 Hello 
5 Chu.t 
bee f•tt choy kepida semua waraa cina kktax-. 
Click here to add new 
bulletin 
1111101 1H)4:35 AM _Q!!!!! 
1117101 11 09·2S PM ~ 
Cilek here to delete the 
current bulletin 
Figure A 1.48 The "Bulletin" Page 
Both the "Add Bulletin" and "Add Announcement" pages have a form 
that requires the administrator to fill in such as the topic/subject of the 
new bulletin or announcement and the content of the bulletin or 
announcement. Please refer figure A 1.49 for details. 
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KOLE.1 KEDIAMANTUN AH"IAD ZAIDI, U"'IVERBm MALAYA 
Buletin Kolej Kedh1man Tun Ahmad Zaidi 
TopilcJSubj.i.: 
1 Clllf 
KemlMll Ke .!Min menu 
Click here to go back to administrator menu 
Figure A 1. 49 The 'Add Bulletin" Page 
If the administrator want to update the organizational structure of the 
college, then he/she has to click 'Update Struktur Pentadbiran Kolej". 
When this is done, then a new page called "Menu For Update Struktur 
Pentadbiran Kolej" will appear which contains hypertexts that link to 
other pages such as "Update Barisan Pengurusan Kolej", 'Update 
Kakitangan Kolej", "Update Senarai Wakil Tingkat" and etc as shown in 
figure A 1.50 in next page. 
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For example, if the administrator want to update the managerial 
structure of the college such as the treasurer of the college, then 
he/she need to click "Change" hypertext in the same line of the 
treasurer or 'Bendahari" as shown in figure A 1.51 . 
If he/she want to add in a new position in the managerial structure of 
the college, then he/she has to click the 'Menambah Jawatan Baru" 
hypertext in order to go to the "Jawatan Baru" page. 
KOLEJ KEO I AMAN TIJN AHMAD ZAIDI, UNIVERSITI M ALA YA 
Struktur Pen~db1ran KoleJ 
O•l.lm mtnu Int, •nd• boleh mtmbuot plllh•n·pflltl.ln berlkut: 
• Ved>!! B>npn Ptngurvs.An ~otol 
• UOd,i\t l>>kltAng•n !o!t! 
• Upd.11e s1rui..1ur org•rris.tSI J >Not .. nKy•sa Tmd.U.:.n i<olej !JrKI 
• UOd•tt stru~.tur ora•nls•ll Jaw•t•nku•u 1nd11k ~ole! (JIK) 
• Uod•tt ;truktur orl!~nls•sl J~•••nKyn1 P~rktmb.!ngan Kole! (Jl<PI 
• UJ!90!t !tn.\f&I W~~ 
• Uodm tt'\!Mllr gruolwf M M.on 
• Upd•tt muktur oaz•nls• ,t JKP H•li 
• Updttt HrYhlMt organlm! JKI' Addin 
• updftt my~M ors•nlsas! JKP Kemn 
• Update jlruktyr Of!!M1lsas! JKP Senl 
Hypertexts that link to other pages 
Figure A 1.50 The ""Struktur Pentadbiran Kolej" Page 
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KOLEJ KEOIAMAN TUN AHMAD ZAIOI, UNlVERSITI MALAYA 
Barban Pentadblr<in Kolej 
Ber1kut merupakan barlsan pongurusan Kolej Kedlaman Tun Ahmad Zaidi sehlngga hart lnl. 
PROF.DR. MOHD.RAZALIAGUS 
tMCIK A80UllAH GHAN! 
CtllRATNAWATI SARI MOHDAMIN 
Q!!!.u 
~ 
~ 
c11 .. ng• 
........... 
Selia ....... 
119t'14ahal1 
,.,.,. ... 
,.,.,. ... 
r--....... ~~~._~ 
Click here to change the current 
name of the position 
Click here to add a new position 
Click here to delete the 
current position 
Figure A 1.51 The "Barisan Pentadbiran Kolej" Page 
The above steps are repeated for the remaining hypertexts. For 
example, if the administrator want to update the staff in Kolej Kediaman 
Tun Ahmad Zaidi, he/she has to click 'Update kakitangan kolej" in order 
to proceed to the "Kakitangan Kolej" page. Then the administrator has 
to click "Change" for any changes occur in the list of the current staff or 
click "Menambah Kakitangan Baru" to add a new staff. 
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APPENDIX B : QUESTIONNAIRE FOR ENDUSERS 
TOPIC : KOLEJ KEDIAMAN TUN AHMAD ZAJDI'S HOMEPAGE 
Kindly please fill the survey form and give us your opinion. 
Faculty 
Academic Year 
Part A : General Questions 
1. Are you an Internet user? 
( ) Yes ( )No 
2. If Yes, please state the reasons why you use Internet? You may tick 
more than one? 
( ) Entertainment ( ) Sports 
( ) Search Information ( ) Games 
( ) Computing ( ) News 
( ) Music ( ) Business 
( ) Health ( ) Automobiles 
( ) No reason ( )Others, please specify 
3. Are you currently staying in college? 
( ) Yes ( ) No 
4. If Yes, please state the college's name in the box below. 
5. Is your college has its own web site? 
( ) Yes ( ) No 
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Part B : Questions On Homepage 
6. What do you think about this web site? 
Please refer the below rate. 
5 4 
Very Good 
( ) User Friendly 
( ) Attractive 
( ) Easy to use 
3 
Medium 
2 
( ) Provides accurate and up-to-date information 
( ) Easy to understand 
( ) Texts used inside this homepage easy to read 
( ) Graphic used in this web site 
( ) Provides enough information 
( ) Dynamic and interactive 
( ) Fulfill your requirements 
1 
Bad 
7. In your opinion, do you think that this web site should be enhanced? 
( ) Yes ( ) No 
8. If Yes, what are the things that should be enhanced? 
(You can choose more than one) 
( ) Graphic 
( ) Information inside this homepage 
( ) Texts 
( ) Background Color 
( ) System for authorized users and administrators 
( ) Links 
( Others, please specify 
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9. Your comments about this web site on a whole. 
********************************The End********************************* 
Thank you very much! 
I really appreciate your cooperation and your response will be meaningful to my 
research survey. 
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APPENDIX C : SAMPLES OF SOURCE CODE FROM KKTAZHP 
Source code for user login 
<HTML> 
<HEAD> 
<TITLE>Pelajar Kolej Kediaman Tun Ahmad Zaidi - Login</TITLE> 
</HEAD> 
<BODY background="lmages/toptxtr.gif'> 
<table border="O" width="80%" align=center height="81"> 
<tr> 
<td width="95%" height="n" align=center> 
<p align="center''><font face="Trebuchet MS" 
color="#008080"><b>&nbsp;Login Pengguna</b></font></p> 
<p align="center'><font size="2"><font face="Trebuchet MS" 
color-"#800080"> This link is only for authorised users&nbsp;and the 
residents of Kolej Kediaman Tun Ahmad Zaidi only. 
</font><align="left''><font face="Trebuchet MS" color-"#800080"> 
<BR>Please submit your usemame and password in order to login to 
the system. </font></font></p> 
</td> 
</tr> 
</table>< BR> 
<table border="O" width="75%" align=center cellspacing="1" cellpadding="O"> 
<tr> 
<td width="100%" bgcolor="#FFFFFP'> 
<% 
If Request(''SecondTry") = "True" 
If Request('WrongPW') = ''True" Then 
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Response. Write "<font size='2' color-=red><B>Password salah I!!!!. <br></td>" 
Else 
Response. Write "<font size='2' color=red><B>Nama anda tiada dalam 
rekodl!I!! <br></td>" 
End If 
End If 
Response. Write "<font size='2' color='#003300'><CENTER>Sila masukkan 
nama dan password anda untuk login ke dalam sistem." 
%></td> 
</tr> 
</table> 
<form action="Checklogin.asp<o/o If Requestf'SecondTry")="True" Then 
Response.Write "?SecondTry=True" 
End If%>" METHOD="POST'> 
<table border-=O width="75%" > 
<tr> 
<td><font size="2"><b>Nama:</b><lfont></td> 
<td><INPUT TYPE="Text" NAME="Nama" 
<%If Request("SecondTry'') ="True" then%> 
value="<%= Session("Nama") %>" 
<%End If%> 
size="40"></td> 
</tr> 
<tr> 
<td ><font size="2"><b>Password:</b></font></td> 
<td><INPUT TYPE="Password" NAME="Password" SIZE="40"></td> 
</tr> 
</table> 
<table border=O width="50%" align=center> 
<tr align=center> 
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<td align=center><INPUT TYPE= "Submif' 
VALUE="Login">&nbsp;&nbsp; <INPUT TYPE=RESET 
src="images/reset(H).gif'></TD> 
</tr> 
</table> 
</form> 
</BODY> 
</HTML> 
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Source code of Guest Book Page 
<% 
DIM cm, ilength,Email, Body, Date, MessageFrom, objConn, objParam, 
strProvider, strQuery, StrSort 
If ((request(''REQUEST_METHOD") = "POSr') and 
((request("CONTENT _LENGTH")> 0) and (request("CONTENT _LENGTH")< 
1700))) then %> 
<% 
If request("EmailAddress") <> "" Then 
Email = request(''EmailAddress") 
Else 
Email = "no email" 
End If 
If request("Message") <> '"' Then 
Body = Request("Message") 
Else 
Body = "blank" 
End If 
If request(''MessageDate") <> "" Then 
Date = requestC'MessageDate") 
Else 
Date = ( month( now ) & "f' & day( now ) & "f' & year( now ) & " 
"& timeO) 
End If 
If request("Name") <> "'' Then 
MessageFrom = request("Name") 
Else 
MessageFrom = "anonymous visitor'' 
End If 
If Body = "'' Then 
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Else 
ilength=255 
ilength = Len(Body) 
End If 
Set objConn = Server.CreateObject("ADODB.Connection") 
objConn.Open "Provider=Microsoft.Jet.OLEDB.4.0; " & _ 
"Data Source= C:\datastores\pelajar.mdb" 
set cm = Server. CreateObjectf'ADODB. Command") 
cm.ActiveConnection = objConn 
cm.CommandText="INSERT INTO guestbook (MessageFrom, 
MessageDate, Email, MessageBody) 
Set objParam=cm.CreateParameter(, 200,, 255, MessageFrom) 
cm.Parameters.Append objParam 
Set objParam=cm.CreateParameter(. 201 ,, 255, Date) 
cm.Parameters.Append objParam 
Set objParam=cm.CreateParameter(. 201 , , 255, Email) 
cm.Parameters.Append objParam 
Set objParam=cm.CreateParameter(. 201 , , ilength, Body) 
cm.Parameters.Append objParam 
cm.Execute 
%> 
<HTML> 
<HEAD><title> Thanks!</title> 
<TITLE>Guest Book</TITLE> 
</HEAD> 
<BODY BGColor="#FFFFFF" background="lmages/toptxtr.gif'> 
<FONT SIZE='2'> 
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<TABLE BORDER=O cellspacing=O cellpadding=1 width="80%" 
ALIGN=CENTER > 
<TR><TD>&nbsp;</TD></TR> 
<TR> 
<TD><CENTER><H4><font color=''#008080" face="Trebuchet 
MS"> Thank you <%=trim(request('Name''))%>! Your comment has been 
written in our guest book! !</font></H4></center><TD> 
</TR> 
</TABLE> 
<BR> 
<TABLE BORDER="O" WIDTH="80%" CELLSPACING="1" 
CELLPADDING="1" ALIGN=CENTER> 
<TR> 
<TD WIDTH="30%"><FONT SIZE=2><B><font face=''Trebuchet 
MS">Name:</font></B></font></TD> 
<TD><FONT SIZE=2><%=trim(request("Name"))%></TD> 
</TR> 
<TR> 
<TD WIDTH="30%"><FONT SIZE=2><B><font face="Trebuchet 
MS">Email:</font></B></font></TD> 
<TD><FONT SIZE=2><%=trim(request("Emai1Address"))%></TD> 
</TR> 
<TR> 
<TD WIDTH=''30%"><FONT SIZE=2><B><font face="Trebuchet 
MS">Comment</font></B></font></TD> 
<TD><FONT SIZE=2><%=trim(request("Message"))%></TD> 
</TR> 
<TR> 
<TD WIDTH="30%"><FONT SIZE=2><B><font face="Trebuchet 
MS">Date/Time:</font></B><lfont></TD> 
<TD><FONT SIZE=2><%=trim(request("MessageDate"))%></TD></TR> 
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<IT ABLE><P><BR> 
<TABLE BORDER=O WIDTH="80%" ALIGN=CENTER> 
<TR><TD Colspan=2><H R></TD></TR> 
<TR><TD Align="left" Colspan=2> 
<p align="center''><a href="index1 .htm"><img border="O" 
src="lmages/home.gif'></a></p> 
</TD></TR> 
</TABLE> 
<%Else%> 
</font> 
<p> 
<BR> 
<TABLE BORDER=O WIDTH="100%" ALIGN=CENTER 
BACKG ROU ND="lmages/toptxtr.gif'><TR><TD> 
<TABLE BORDER="O" WIDTH="85%" ALIGN=CENTER 
CELLSPACING="1" CELLPADDING="1 "> 
<TR> 
<TD><CENTER> 
<table border="O" width="98%"> 
<tr> 
<td width="100%"><img border="O" src="IMAGES/curve_drab.gif' 
width="485" height="30"></td> 
</tr> 
</table> 
<font color-"#008080" face="Trebuchet MS"><span style="text-transform: 
uppercase"><b>Guest Book</b></span></font></CENTER> 
<table border="O" width="100%"> 
<tr> 
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<td width="100%"><font color-"#003300" size="2"><b><font 
face="Trebuchet MS">Welcome to KKT AZ's Guest 
Book.</font> 
<BR><font face="Trebuchet MS"> Thank you for giving us some 
comments and suggestions that can help to improve thts homepage 
. </font></b></font></td> </tr> 
</table>< BR> 
<FORM ACTION="guestbk.asp" M ETHOD="post''> 
<TABLE> 
<TR> 
<TD ALIGN="righf'><FONT SIZE="2" face="Trebuchet 
MS"><B>Name:</B></FONT></TD> 
<TD><INPUT TYPE="text'' NAME="name" SIZE="20"> 
</INPUT></TD></TR> 
<TR> 
<TD ALIGN="right''><FONT SIZE="2" face="Trebuchet MS"> 
<B> Email: </B></FONT> </TD> 
<TD><INPUT TYPE="text'' NAME="EmailAddress" SIZE="20"> 
</INPUT> </TD> 
</TR> 
<TR> 
<TD ALIGN="right'' VALIGN="top"><FONT SIZE="2" face= 
"Trebuchet MS"> <B>Comment:</B></FONT></TD> 
<TD><TEXTAREA NAME="Message" rows="5" 
cols="50"></TEXT AREA></TD> 
</TR> 
</TABLE> 
</TD></TR></T ABLE> 
<TABLE BORDER="O" WIDTH="35%" ALIGN=CENTER> 
<TR> 
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<TO><INPUT TYPE="submit'' VALUE="Sign Guest 
Book!"></INPUT><INPUT TYPE="RESET" VALUE="Clear fields"> 
<INPUT TYPE=hidden name=MessageDate value="<% response.write 
( month( now ) & "f' & day( now ) & "f' & year( now ) & " " & timeO 
)%>"></TD> 
</TR> 
<IT ABLE></FORM><BR> 
<%End lfo/o> 
</table></BODY> 
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Source Code for Deleting Records from the Guest Book 
<% 
Dim objConn 
Set objConn=Server. CreateObject("ADODB. CONN EC Tl ON"} 
objConn.Open "Provider=Microsoft.Jet.OLEDB.4.0; "&_ 
"Data Source= C:\datastores\pelajar.mdb" 
Dim rs 
Set rs=Server. CreateObject("ADODB. Recordsef') 
Dim strSQL 
strSQL ="delete from GuestBook where MessagelD="& 
Request. QueryString("Commentl D") 
rs.Open strSQL, objConn 
Set rs= objConn.EXECUTE(strSQL} 
objConn.Close 
Set objConn=Nothing 
%> 
<BASEFONT FACE=''trebuchet ms, arial, helvetica"> 
<HTML> 
<HEAD> 
<TITLE>DELETE RECORD<fflTLE> 
</HEAD> 
<TABLE BORDER=O WIDTH="85%" ALIGN=CENTER> 
<TR> 
<TD><CENTER><FONT SIZE= 2 color="#800080"><B>Record No. 
<%=trim(Request.QueryString(''CommentlD"))%> was successfully deleted 
from the database. </b></FONT></center></TD> 
<ffR> 
</TABLE> 
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<P> 
</TABLE> 
<TABLE BORDER=O WIDTH="85%" ALIGN=CENTER> 
<TR> 
<TO><CENTER><FONT SIZE=2><A 
HREF="SenaraiKomenGB.asp">Kembali Ke Senarai Komen</A></FONT> 
</TD> 
</TR> 
</TABLE> 
</BODY> 
</HTML> 
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APPENDIX D : GLOSSARY 
Browser 
A program that accesses and displays files available on the World Wide Web. 
HTML 
Is also called Hypertext Markup Language. A standardize system of tagging 
text for formatting, locating images and other non-text files, and placing links 
or other references to other documents. 
GUI 
Graphical User Interface. An interface having windows, graphical symbols, 
pop-down menus, and other structures that are often manipulated with a 
mouse pointer. 
GIF 
Graphic Interchange Format. A service mark used for color graphics file 
format, often used on the World Wide Web to store graphics. 
HITP 
Hypertext Transfer Protocol. A standardized means of using TCP/IP for 
communicating HTML documents over networks. 
Internet 
A World-Wide computer network which links up thousands of computer 
networks that is linked together using a common communication protocol 
called Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol (TCP/IP). 
URL 
Universal Resource Locater. The address of the file on the Internet. 
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KKTAZ 
Kolej Kediaman Tun Ahmad Zaidi or Tenth Residential College in University 
of Malaya. 
WWW 
World Wide Web. A collection of Internet sites that offer text and graphics and 
sound and animation resources through the hypertext transfer protocol. 
Jscript 
A scripting language in Visual lnterdev 6.0 
SQL 
Structured Query Language. A language for defining the structure and 
processing of a relational database. 
WYSIWYG 
What You See Is What You Get. A term used with form and report generators, 
in which the DBMS recreates exactly what the developer types on the screen 
while developing forms and reports. 
ASP 
Active Server Pages. A technology that allows us to dynamically generate 
browser-neutral content using server-side scripting. The code for this scripting 
can be written in any of several languages and is embedded in special tags 
inside the otherwise normal HTML code making up a page of content. 
VBScript 
A scripting language in Visual lnterdev 6.0. 
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